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Me as / think I am and me as I am in fact—sorrow in other words, and the
ending of sorrow. One third, more or less, of all the sorrow that the person
I think I am must endure is unavoidable. It is the sorrow inherent in the
human condition, the price we must pay for being sentient and selfconscious
organisms, aspirants to liberation, but subject to the laws of nature and under
orders to keep on marching, through irreversible time, through a world wholly
indifferent to our well-being, towards decrepitude and the certainty of death.
The remaining two thirds of all sorrow is home-made and, so far as the universe
is concerned, unnecessary.

taken from 'Island'

A. Huxley (1962)

Aan mijn ouders

A an Marga
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction

The common feature shared by critical systems in d = 2 statistical mechanics on the
one hand and massless relativistic strings on the other, is that both can be described
in terms of d — 2 quantum field theory. Furthermore, in both ca-<es this quantum
field theory is invariant under two-dimensional conformal transformations (see e.g.
[23,61,115] and references therein). This conformal invariance is a rather special
property: it is lost if a statistical model is moved away from its critical temperature;
in string theory it is jeopardized by conformal anomalies in the quantized theory
and it only survives if certain parameters are fixed at critical values.

Conformal invariance in d — 2 quantum field theory has turned out to be a spec-
tacularly powerful symmetry (many relevant papers and references can be found in
the reprint volume [68]). One of the reasons why it has been possible to construct
and investigate complicated models that describe quantized (super)strings propa-
gating in nontrivial background geometries (see e.g. [61]) is precisely the fact that
these models are explicitly conformally invariant at every stage of their construction.
From the mathematical point of view, the main reason why conformal symmetry
is so powerful, is the fact that the corresponding symmetry algebra, which is the
product of two copies of the so-called Virasoro algebra, is infinite-dimensional. The
algebraic structures that emerge in the description of conformal field theories are
infinite-dimensional operator algebras that provide interesting generalizations of the
well-known Kac.-Moody Lie algebras [72].

In quantum held theory the conformal symmetry gives rise to so-called Ward-
identities that interrelate various correlation functions. In so-called minimal models
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these relations take the form of differential equations whose solutions provide an

explicit solution of the theory (the prototype example for this is the conformal field

theory corresponding to the Ising model at criticality [9]). In string theory conformal

symmetry is a remnant of reparametrization invariance of the string world-sheet;

the generators of the conformal group appear in constraints on the Hilbert space of

physical string states. In the modern approach, these restrictions are implemented

in a so-called BR.ST quantization scheme. A central role is played by the BUST

operator Q, which is nilpotent in a consistent theory.

In a systematic study of d = 2 conformal quantum field theory extensions of

the conformal symmetry play an important role. These extensions are the main

theme of the work presented in this thesis. We will see that in many models the

true symmetry algebra is larger than the conformal algebra alone. The description

of such models can be considerably improved by exploiting the extra symmetry. For

example, degeneracies in the spectrum of conformal dimensions are resolved by the

quantum numbers that correspond to the additional symmetry. Furthermore, the

presence of extra symmetry often makes it possible to have a finite decomposition

of the Hilbert space of physical states in terms of irreducible building blocks.

In applications of conformal field theory extra symmetries are often important.

Many special features of string theories and of critical models in statistical me-

chanics can in fact be traced back to extended symmetries in the two-dimensional

field theory. In this respect, supersymmetric extensions of conformal symmetry are

especially relevant. (A good example is space-time supersymmetry in superstring

compactification, which requires N = 2 superconformal invariance on the world-

sheet [49,55].)

In our discussion of extended symmetries we will touch on many of the results

that have been obtained in conformal field theory after the work of Belavin, Polyakov

and Zamolodchikov [9], which marks the beginning of the modern approach to the

subject. However, we do not intend to give a systematic account of the developments

that have taken piace or to discuss the present status of the subject (see e.g. [68]

for a large set of relevant papers and references). We will treat two-dimensional

conformal field theory as a subject of its own and refrain from giving a description of
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the formalism needed to translate results obtained here into statements in statistical

mechanics or string theory.

The material presented in this thesis is organized as follows. The sections 1.2-1.4

of this chapter serve as an introduction to the chapters 2-5. After a brief exposition

of the formalism for conformal field theory (which has become standard by now)

in section 1.2, the motivation for studying extended symmetries in conformal field

theory is presented in some detail in section 1.3 . We outline the program initiated

by Zamolodchikov, which is aimed at a systematic study of continuous extensions of

d — 2 conformal symmetry. In section 1.4 supersymmetric extensions of conformal

symmetry are introduced. We give an overview of the algebraic structures that have

been put forward for the description of superconformal symmetry.

In chapter 2 we explain the relevance of higher-spin bosonic extensions of the

Virasoro algebra in relation to the classification program for so-called rational con-

formal field theories. We present the construction of a large class of bosonic extended

algebras, the so-called Casimir algebras. The representation theory of these algebras

is discussed and a large class of new unitary models is identified.

In chapter 3 the superspace formalism for O(7V)-extended superconformal quan-

tum field theory is presented. It is shown that such theories exist for N < 4. We

pay special attention to the case TV = 4 and show that the allowed central charges

are c(n+,n_) = 6n + n . / (n + + rc_), where n+ and n_ are positive integers.

In chapter 4 a different class of ,s0(./V)-extended superconformal algebras, which

was originally proposed by Knizhnik, is analyzed. We study the representation the-

ory and establish that certain free field theories provide realizations of the algebras

with level 5 = 1 .

Finallv. in chapter 5, the so-called BR.ST construction for extended conformal

algebras is considered. We construct a nilpotent BR.ST charge for a large class of

algebras, which contains quadratically nonlinear algebras that fall outside the tradi-

tional class of finitely generated Lie (super)algebras. The results in this chapter are

especially relevant for the construction of string models based on extended conformal

symmetry.
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1.2 Conformal symmetry in 2-dimensional quan-
tum field theory

In this section we briefly discuss the formalism for conformal field theory in two-

dimensional euclidean space. By definition, conformal transformations are the gen-

eral coordinate transformations that leave the metric invariant, up to a local scale

factor

Sg^{x) = D^U*) + D*M*) = A(x)v(*), (1-1)

where D^ — d^v — Y^,v(,\. The parameters i^(x) of such transformations are called

conformal Killing vectors. In two-dimensional euclidean (flat) space (1.1) reduces

to

^ 6 + ̂  = ̂ ^ ' - (1-2)

It is convenient to introduce complex coordinates z = x + iy, z — x — iy and,

correspondingly, £ = 6 + «'&, <f = 6 — ?&• Eq. (1.2) then leads to

&£ = 0, 3^=0. (1.3)

This means that a general conformal transformation takes the form

z -» w(z), z-*w{z), (1.4)

i.e. it is just an arbitrary analytic reparametrization of the parameters z, z, respec-

tively.

Let us now consider a two-dimensional quantum field theory which is invariant

under conformal transformations. For the moment we will not specify in detail how

this field theory is constructed. Like any field theory, it is formulated in terms of a

set of local fields Aj{x,y). In general, the set {Aj} contains 'elementary' fields and

(regularized) composite expressions. The quantities of interest are the correlation

functions

(Aj, (x i , yl)Ah{x2, y 2 ) - . . Ajn{xn,yn)} (1.5)

of arbitrary products of local fields. The most direct way to formulate results in

quantum field theory is to specify relations that hold inside arbitrary correlation
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functions. Such relations are, of course, independent of the quantization scheme
that is adopted.

From the point of view of statistical mechanics the most natural quantization
scheme is the path-integral formalism, which is analogous to the formulation of
statistical mechanics in terms of the partition sum Zp. A second scheme, which we
will most of the time adopt in this thesis, is the so-called operator formalism, where
the local fields are represented as operators acting on a Hilbert space of physical
states. Some of the details of this operator formalism and the associated 'radial
quantization' will be discussed later.

A fundamental object in any conformal quantum field theory is the stress-energy
tensor T^v, which is one of the local fields in the theory. It is conserved and traceless
as a consequence of translational invariance and rigid scale invariance, respectively.
Together these properties guarantee the invariance of the theory under the full group
of conformal transformations. In complex notation we easily derive that the stress-
energy tensor has two independent components T(z) and T(z), which are analytic
and anti-analytic objects, respectively.

The field T(z) acts as the generator of conformal transformations on local fields
Aj(z,z) in the theory. For an infinitesimal transformation z —> z + c(z) we have the
fundamental relation

(1.6)

where the contour Cz surrounds the point z counterclockwise. (A similar property

holds for the variations SeAj generated by the component T(5).) Relations like

the above are understood to be exact inside arbitrary correlation functions. (In

the operator formalism, where the field product T(w)Aj(z,z) is represented by a

radially ordered operator product, (1.6) is an exact operator identity.)

In order to work out expessions like (1.6) one needs to know the short distance

behaviour of the product of T{z) with a local field Aj(w,w). More generally, one

is interested in products of local fields Aj(z,z). In general, such products develop

singularities when the positions of the two fields come close to each others. These

singularities are picked up in contcar integrals like (1.6). In conformal field theory

one makes the assumption that the set {Aj} of local fields is complete with respect
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to products, in the sense that any product Ai(z, Z)AJ(0,0) is a linear combination

A(2,2)A,(0,0) = £<?£(MMfc(0,0), (1.7)
k

where the coefficients C^{z,z) are C-valued functions. We stress once more that

relations of this type are valid inside correlation functions.

It can be argued [25] that the product of T(z) and T(w) takes the following form

(z — wy (z — wy (z — w)

where d = dw and the dots indicate terms that are regular for z —» w. For reasons

that we will explain later the number c, which is a measure for the strength of the

lep.ding singularity in this expression, is called the central charge. The variation 8CT

is thus given by

S(T(z) = e(z)dT(z) + 2dz(z)T(z) + ^d3e(z). (1.9)

Under finite conformal transformations z —» w(z) the stress-energy tensor transforms

according to

( S ) fW + S ( ^ (hl°)
where the so-called schwarzian derivative S(z,w) is given by

„, v <Pw ,dw 3 (tfw ,d

(In chapter 3, where we consider superconformal quantum field theory, a derivation

of the expression (1.11) is presented.)

We will now present some ingredients of the operator formalism for conformal

field theory and the associated radial quantization. In this formalism the local fields

are operator-valued; they act in the Hilbert space of physical states. A special role

is played by the so-called Virasoro operators Ln, which are obtained as modes of the
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stress-energy tensor

1 (Zj = 2_, LnZ , L n = <J> -—;1 (Z)Z , (1-^)
n=-oo J°° ^nt

where Co surrounds the origin. It is convenient to introduce coordinates <J and T,

according to

z = exp(r + io), z = exp(r — icr). (1-^3)

The generator Lo + Lo of dilatations then plays the role of the hamiltonian associated

with radial time flow. Chronological ordering (T) with respect to the time coordinate

r is equivalent to 'radial' ordering in the complex plane. Correlation functions are

represented as

{Ah (T,, (TX)Ah(T2, (T2)... Ajn(rn, ern)} =

(O\T[Ajl(T1,<T1)Ajt{r2,<r2)...Ajn(Tn,<rn)] |0) (1.14)

where the 'in' vacuum state |0) is the ground state of the hamiltonian LQ + Lo- It

satisfies

L n | 0 ) = 0 if n>~l. (1.15)

The corresponding 'out' vacuum (0 | satisfies

{ 0 | L n = 0 if n<\. (1.16)

In the operator formalism the product expansion (1.8), with the radial ordering

| z \>\ w | assumed, can be translated into commutation relations for the operators

Z/n, which take the form

[Lm, Ln] = {m- n)Lm+n + ^ ( m 3 - m)8m+n. (1.17)

This is the Virasoro algebra. The first term on the right hand side is the classical

result for the commutator of two conformal transformations of the form (1.4); the

second term has the interpretation of a quantum mechanical anomaly in the confor-

mal symmetry. The second term is a central term in the algebra (i.e. it commutes
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with all generators Ln); this explains why the number c, which is fixed in a given

theory, is called the central charge. The full conformal algebra is the direct sum

of two copies of the algebra (1.17), corresponding to the analytic and anti-anaiytic

components T(z) and T(z), respectively.

The Virasoro generators satisfy the conjugation relation

L\ = L.n. (1.18)

This relation guarantees that the stress-energy tensor T{z) is self-adjoint with re-

spect to the reflections z -+ 1/z, i.e. [T(l / z)d{l / z)2}^ = T(z)dz2 (see [51]). The

generators L_1? Lo and L\, which annihilate both the 'in' and the 'out' vacua, gen-

erate an sl2 subalgebra of the Virasoro algebra, which is free of anomalous terms.

The local fields in a conformal field theory are organized in so-called confor-

mal families, that correspond to representations of the conformal algebra. In each

family there is a single primary field cf>n(z,z), which transforms under conformal

transformations according to

The operator product with T(z) is given by

T(z)<l>n{w, w) = {g __ w? + -j—^ + ... , (1.20)

and similar for T(z). The other fields in the conformal family (so-called descendant

fields) are obtained by repeatedly acting with the Virasoro generators Ln and Ln.

The numbers hn and hn are the conformal dimensions of the primary field; they

occur as exponents in the two-point correlation functions. The quantity hn + kn

is the energy of the field 0n; | hn — hh \ is called the spin. In a theory without

extended symmetries the conformal dimensions are the only quantum numbers and

they uniquely determine the properties of the primary field its descendants.

In the operator formalism the so-called primary states are created from the 'in'

vacuum by acting with primary fields at the origin

n ( 2 , z ) |0) . (1.21)
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It can be shown that these states are annihilated by the generators Ln, n > 0, and

satisfy

Lo\n) = hn\n), Zo|n) = £ B |n ) . (1.22)

From the point of view of the representation theory of the conformal algebra these

primary states are 'highest weight states' with weights (kn,hn). By acting with the

Virasoro generators Ln, Ln, n < — 1, one generates a representation of the conformal

algebra, which is called a Verma module. This module is equiped with a hermitean

form which is uniquely fixed by the requirement that (n \n) = 1 and by the condition

(1.18).

For certain rational values of the dimensions (h, h), which are dictated by the

so-called Kac determinant [71], the Verma module contains so-called null-states,

i.e. states that are orthogonal to all the states in the module and thus decouple

from the theory. If such states are present the Verma module is reducible. In

all cases there exists a unique irreducible quotient module, which is obtained by

dividing out all null-states. The hermitean form mentioned above is nondegenerate

on these irreducible quotient modules. If, in addition, the form is positive definite,

the representation is called unitary (later we will see that the condition for unitarity

leads to severe restrictions on the allowed values for c and (h,h)). In general, the

full Hilbert space of a conformal field theory is composed of a (possibly infinite)

number of irreducible representations of the conformal algebra.

By exploiting the conformal symmetry the properties of the descendant fields

are easily derived from those of the primary fields. We can therefore concentrate on

finding the properties of the latter, in particular on the spectrum of their conformal

dimensions and their mutual interactions. A primary field which is present in every

conformal field theory is the identity 1. Its lowest descendants are: L_]l = 0,

The operator product of two primary fields is a linear combination of other

primary fields and their descendants

{k] h h l ' E k h ~ h ~ h l ~ k ^ * > W ) . ( 1 . 2 3 )
p {k} fk)

In this relation the index p runs over the primary fields that occur on the right

hand side. The multi-indices {k} and {k} label the descendants of a primary field.
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Conformal invariance implies a factorization of the constants C£j£**'̂  according to

The coefficients /?, /? are trivial in the sense that they can be expressed in terms
of the conformal dimensions h, h, respectively. It can easily be seen that a three-
point function involving fields in the conformal families of </>„, <f>m and <f>p can only
be nonvanishing if C?m ^ 0. The coefficients C£m can thus be viewed as three-
point vertices describing the interactions in the theory. Schematically one writes
the so-called fusion rule

K • <f>m = £ C™ W , (1-25)
p

where [<f>p] denotes the conformal family associated with the primary field <j>p(z,z).

For applications in string theory one needs to consider conformal field theories

that are defined on general Riemann surfaces rather than on the complex plane.

Also in statistical mechanics, where experiments and simulations are necessarily

performed on finite samples, there is the need to consider more general geometries

and boundary conditions. The simplest example for this is a conformal field theory

defined on a torus. A torus can be obtained as a quotient space of the complex

plane. It is then characterized by two complex periods u>i (defining a cylinder) and

w2 (defining a 'time' period for the time coordinate running along the cylinder).

The metric on the torus depends only on the complex parameter r = w\jui% and is

invariant under so-called modular transformations of this parameter. These modular

transformations are generated by the following transformations

T : T - » T + 1 , S : T - > - - . (1.26)

A field theory defined on a torus is conveniently described through its partition
partition function Z. For a torus with periods a>i and u>2 this object is defined as

Z(q) = T( )

(y^UlV*Zr ') (1-27)
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where q — exp27ri|jj2 and we used the fact that under the conformal transformation

from the cylinder (with period u>i) to the plane we have

rcy\ ^n <• I r plane ° \ /•, O Q \

wi \ 24/

The contribution proportional to JJ originates from the schwarzian derivative S(z, w)

in the transformation rule (1.10).

Conformal invariance tells us that the Hilbert space splits as a sum of represen-

tations (irreducible quotient modules) of the conformal algebra. Accordingly the

torus partition function has the following form

E (1-29)
h,h

where

Xh(q) = q
h-% ^ ( # of states with L0-eigenvalue h + n) q" (1.30)

71=0

is the character for the irreducible representation of the Virasoro algebra with high-

est weight h. Choices for o>i and u>2 that differ by a modular transformation corre-

spond to the same torus and should therefore give the same value for Z [24]. This

requirement of modular invariance leads to non-trivial results on the structure of

conformal field theories. For example, from invariance of the partition function un-

der the transformation T one derives that the spin | h — h | of a primary field is

necessarily integer. The most striking result derived from modular invariance has

been the classification of all unitary c < 1 conformal field theories [54,22,75].

Recently it was established [114,90] that the transformation properties of Vira-

soro characters (or of characters corresponding to a larger chiral algebra) under the

transformation S are intimately related to the fusion algebra of the primary fields

in a theory. This result establishes a link between global data (boundary conditions

on the torus) and data describing the local interactions.

1.3 Extensions of conformal symmetry

We already mentioned that in many applications of conformal field theory exten-
sions of conformal symmetry play an important role. This is especially true for
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supersymmetric extensions, which form an important ingredient in the formulation

of superstring theories and have also been identified in various models in statistical

mechanics, hi section 1.4 we present an review of superconformal symmetry in two-

dimensional quantum field theory. The chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to a detailed

study of different classes of superconformal algebras.

There is additional motivation for studying extended symmetries. It has turned

out that they arise rather surprisingly if one tries to find an optimal description

of known conformal field theories. Later we will show how this works out in a

concrete example. Choosing the opposite point of view, one can try to find new

conformal field theories under the assumption that certain extended symmetries are

present. This approach will be followed in section 2.2, where we will identify a large

class of models with extended conformal symmetry described by so-called Casimir

algebras. The ultimate goal in this direction would be to arrive at a classification

of all eonformal field theories within a certain class (e.g. unitary, rational theories).

This will be further discussed in section 2.1.

Before we proceed, let us recall the results that have been established for unitary

conformal field theories with c < 1. It was shown in [51,58] that unitarity representa-

tions of the Virasoro algebra can only exist for c in a discrete series, c = ~, ^ , | , . . . ,

parametrized as

m(m + 1)
(1.31)

or for c > 1. For each c-value in the list (1.31) there are a finite number of possible

highest weight values hpg that give rise to unitary representations. They are given

by

All modular invariant torus partition functions for the values (1.31) of c have been

classified in [54,22,75] (the so-called ADE classification). With this result, all unitary

models with c < 1 are explicitly known.

It can easily be seen that some of the models with c < 1 actually hide a larger

symmetry algebra than the conformal algebra alone. Let us for example consider

theory described by the exceptional modular invariant partition function at c = 4/5,
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(0,0)

(3,0)

(0,3)

(3,3)

(2/5,2/5)

(7/5,2/5)

(2/5,7/5)

(7/5,7/5)

(1/15,1/15)

(1/15,1/15)

(2/3,2/3)

(2/3,2/3)

Table 1.1 Conformal dimensions (h, h) of the primary fields 4>(h,k) ' n t n e

c = 4/5 n nformal field theory that corresponds to the three-state Potts model
at critic Jity.

which corresponds to the 3-states Potts model at criticality. It contains only a subset
of the primary fields that are allowed by unitarity

= | X'O + X3 I' + I X2/5 + XT/* I' +2 | Al/15 I' +2 | YJ/3 (1.33)

where the subscripts denote the conformal dimensions. The primary field-content of

this model is listed in table 1.1. Of particular interest in this model is theoccurence

of primary fields with dimensions (h, h) given by (3,0) and (0,3), respectively. The

other primary fields in the model are local with respect to these spin-3 fields. Ex-

plicitly we have the following operator product expansions [9]

0(3,0) ' 0(2/5,.) = [0(7/5,.)]) 0(3,0) - 0(7/5,*) = [0(2/5,.)]i

0(3,0) • 0(2/3,2/3) = [0(2/3,2/3)]» 0(3,0) * 0(1/15,1/15) = [0(1/15,1/15)], (1-34)

where the * stands for 2/5 or 7/5 and [0(2/3,2/3)] and [0(i/is,i/is)] denote either one
of the two conformal families with identical conformal dimensions.

These relations clearly show the existence of extended chiral symmetries in the
model, which are generated by the spin-3 primary fields. The true symmetry algebra
of this particular model is thus an extension of the conformal algebra, which is
generated by the Virasoro generators Ln, Ln and the moments of the spin-3 primary
fields 0(3,0)) 0(o,3)- One expects that the partition function (1.33) can be reexpressed
in terms of characters x which are defined with respect to the extended chiral algebra
(i.e. the subalgebra generated by the Ln and the moments of <̂ (3,o))- The action (1.34)
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Box 1.1 Partition functions for c > 1 [24,25]

We consider the partition function for a model with c > 1 evaluated at
a real value of q given by q = e~2m, where e = 0+. Modular invariance
tells us that

(1)

where q = e~2*/1. For the left hand side we write

(2) %?) = Zx» îXll.

The character \h of an irreducible module is dominated by the character
of a free (Verma) module, which behaves as q~l^24e1^2 in the limit e J. 0.
This puts an upper bound on the left hand side of (1), which behaves
as q~llnt Y,h,l Nhi- On the other hand, the right hand side of (1)
behaves as q~c^12. This is only possible if the sum £h,£ J\fh-h is infinite.
We conclude that all c > 1 theories contain an infinite number of fields
that are primary with respect to the Virasoro algebra.

of the spin-3 fields on the other primary fields suggests that the partition function

is the 'diagonal' sum of squared characters \

z =i xo r +1X2/5 r +1 xi / iw i2 +1 xi/is,-12 -f i X2/3.+ r +1 x^,- w (1-35)

where + and — refer to the eigenvalues of the spin-3 operators.

In models with c > 1 the condition of modular invariance of the torus partition

function leads to the result that any conformal field theory with c > 1 contains an

infinite number of representations of the conformal algebra (see Box 1.1). This result

suggests that the formulation of these models can be based on a larger symmetry

algebra. The idea is again that representations of both chiral Virasoro algebras
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can be grouped into larger modules (possibly a finite number of them) which are
irreducible under the extended chiral algebras. This idea will be worked out in more
detail in section 2.1, where we discuss the classification of rational conformal field
theories.

A systematic study of extensions of conformal symmetry in two-dimensional
quantum field theory was initiated by Zamolodchikov in 1984. In ref. [118] he con-
siders the possibility of extending the Virasoro algebra with a set of chiral currents
(i.e. primary fields of dimensions (j, 0)) of integer or half-integer spin j . For a given
set of dimensions one can trie to establish a closed operator algebra of the stress-
energy tensor and the extra currents. The form of this algebra is to a great extent
fixed by the conformal subalgebra, which dictates the form (1.23) for the product
of two primary currents. An important additional requirement is the associativity
of the algebra, which is equivalent to the crossing symmetry of 4-point functions of
currents.

Some examples of extended conformal symmetries such as considered by Zamolod-

chikov had been known for a long time. Examples are the semidirect products of the

Virasoro algebra with affine Lie algebras, which describe the propagation of strings

on group manifolds [83,57]. Also, some N-extended superconformal algebras were

well-known at the time (see section 1.4 for a systematic treatment).

The finitely generated extended chiral algebras are the main theme of the work

presented in this thesis. For an operator algebra generated by the stress-energy

tensor T{z) and extra currents of conformal dimension J2,J3, • • • ,JN we will use the

notation Vir^Oi]2 jN) ' (cfr. [17]). The first entry j \ = 0 in this notation refers to

the stress-energy tensor which is a descendant field of the identity operator. Notice

that in this notation the Virasoro algebra is denoted as Vir^y

It is important to realize that the operator algebras considered by Zamolodchikov

do not necessarily give rise to finitely generated Lie (super)algebras for the Laurent

modes Xn of the currents X{z). Algebras of a more general type are perfectly

viable in the context of conformal field theory. A typical feature of the more general

algebras is that, operator products (or, equivalently, (anti)commutators of modes)

are expressed as multilinear expressions in the generating currents. With regard to

"This notation only indicates the operator content of the algebra; it does not, in all cases, suffice
to fix the structure of the algebra uniquely.
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the central charge c, there is an interesting distinction between two types of algebras

that can occur. Algebras of the first type are associative irrespective of the value of

c. Examples are, for instance, algebras of type Vir^^, VzV(o,3), Vir(o,5,6g,9,M)- For

algebras of the second type, the associativity condition forces the central charge to

be one out of a set of isolated special values. The first example of this type, which

was discussed in [118], is the algebra of type ViV(05), which is consistent only if

c = — 1 | . Another example is an algebra of type Vir(0|5), which is associative only

f o r c = f , - ^ , - 7 , 134±60v /5 [16].

The most interesting new algebra discussed in [118] is the algebra of type Vir(03),

which we already mentioned above. This algebra is associative irrespective of the

value of c. For future reference we here present the defining operator product expan-

sions of this algebra. Denoting the spin-3 current by W(z), we have the following

relations

(z-w)2 (z-w)

(z-w)4 (z — tt>)3

(z-w)

where

AM = (TT)(w) - 1

and
16

(z-w)2 [ ^ v ' 10

1 - . . . , (1.36)

(Our conventions for defining normal-ordered products like (TT)(z) are explained

in section 2.2.2.) The smallest model realizing this symmetry is precisely the 3-

states Potts model with partition function (1.35). In chapter 2 it will be shown

that this algebra coincides with the so-called Casimir algebra associated with the

algebra /42 = su(3). This observation will allow us to construct a large class of

generalizations, which are the Casimir algebras associated with arbitrary semisimple
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Lie algebras. Another class of generalizations of the spin-3 algebra are the algebras

of type V?r(o,/,), with /; integer or half-integer [16].

1.4 Superconformal symmetry: an overview

The history of supersymmetry in d = 2 conformal field theory goes back to 1971,

when Neveu and Schwarz [94] and Ramond [95] introduced superconformal symme-

try in the description of fermionic string models. Later it was realized that this

'world-sheet' supersymmetry is intimately related to space-time supersymmetry in

fermionic strings (superstrings). Neveu-Schwarz (NS) and Ramond (R) introduced

two versions (commonly denoted as the NS- and the R-sectors, respectively) of what

is now called the N — 1 superconformal algebra.

The generators of supersymmetry in conformal field theory are the fermionic

currer's G(z) and G(z) of dimensions (|,0) and (0, | ) , resp. The operator product

algebra of the supercurrent G(z) and the stress-energy tensor T(z) reads

+

(z — w)* (z — w)

CJCM - ^ + U.... „.»,
{z — iv)J (z — w)

The modes GT, defined by GT = fG(z)zT+i, satisfy the following (anti)commutation

relations

[Ln,Gr] = {l-m-r)Gm+r,

(1.40)

In the so-called Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector, where G(z) is periodic under z —» z e2"',

the index r takes values in Z + i. In the Ramond (R) sector, corresponding to

antiperiodic fields, r is integer-valued. Notice that the supercurrent modes act

as the 'square root' of the superconformal generators. The generators G_i and

Gi (in the NS sector) correspond to 'ordinary' supersymmetry Q and 'conformal'

supersymmetry 5, characteristic of superconformal symmetry in arbitrary space-

time dimensions.

In the context of fermionic string theory, the relevant representation of the N — 1

superconformal algebra is the c = | free field representation in terms of a real
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bosonic coordinate X(z) and its fermionic partner i>(z). Fermionic strings in d

(flat) space-time dimensions are described by the tensor product of d copies of this

representation. In 1984 it was realized [51,58] that the N = 1 algebra admits unitary

representations in the range c < | , which are of possible interest for applications in

statistical mechanics. In [51,58] it is shown that unitary representations are possible

for c in a discrete series, c = ^ , 1, |£, . . . , parametrized as

" - » • * • • • • •

or for c > | . The 'Kac table1 of conformal dimensions (both for NS and R) is

explicitly known [51,58]. A list of all possible modular invariant partition functions

with c < | was presented in [21,74].

A natural generalization of the above are algebras of type Vir^i^^ for some

N > 1, which describe Af-extended superconformal symmetry. In general, such

algebras include additional generators. For example, in many cases currents of

dimension 1 are present, corresponding to Kac-Moody symmetries that rotate the

various supercharges into each others. The relations (1.40) are then replaced by

(1.42)

where the dots indicate terms containing additional currents. In our discussion we

will always assume that the algebra is finitely generated but we make no a priori

assumptions about the nature of the extra currents.

In 1976, an interesting class of extended superconformal algebras was proposed

by Ademollo et al. In [1] they presented

1. a regular series of iV-extended superconfromal algebras with an o(N) Kac-

Moody subalgebra

2. an exceptional N = 4 superconformal algebra with an su(2) Kac-Moody sub-

algebra.
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Systematic searches [97,53] for other superconformal algebras that are Lie superal-
gebras with generators of conformal dimension h in the range | < h < 2 has led
to interesting new algebras in addition to those listed above. However, these new
algebras are all more or less 'exotic' and will not be considered here (see chapter 5 of
[105] for a clear review). In chapter 3 we will show that the o(/V)-extended supercon-
formal algebras do not admit central extensions for N > 5 (see also [10,100,27,73]).
Since in any quantum field theory anomalous terms in the transformation laws, cor-
responding to central terms in the current algebra, occur (for c = 0 the unit operator
is the only primary field that gives rise to a unitary representation), this result re-
stricts the algebras that are of physical interest to the o(Ar)-extended algebras with
N < 4 and the exceptional su(2)-extended N = 4 algebra. In this thesis these
algebras will be referred to as the 'conventional superconformal algebras'.

The structure of N = 2 superconformal therories is well-understood. Uni-
tary representations are possible for c-values in a discrete series, c = 1, | , | , . . . ,
parametrized as

c=c<"» = 3 ^ 1 - - J , m = 3,4,. . . , (1.43)

or for c > 3 ([14,34,35,93]). Modular invariant partition functions describing mini-

mal models with c < 3 have been constructed. N = 2 superconformal symmetry has

found beautiful applications in the study of space-time supersymmetric compactifi-

cations of ten-dimensional superstrings to four dimensions. In these constructions

the internal part (corresponding to the compactified dimensions) of the supersym-

metry transformation arises as a spectral flow transformation, which maps the NS-

and the R-sectors of an N = 2 superconformal algebra onto each others ([49]). In the

scheme proposed by Gepner ([55], see also [40]), the internal space of compactified

superstrings is represented algebraically as a product of minimal models which are

chosen such that their c-values add up to c = 9. It is also expected that N = 2 su-

perconformal invariance will show up in certain d = 2 statistical systems (frustrated

XY-models) at criticality [46].

Originally, the study of extended superconformal symmetry was motivated by

attempts to formulate string theories with extended world-sheet supersymmetry, in

close analogy with the succesful formulation of extended supergravities in higher-

dimensional space-times. However, it has turned out that 'TV-extended superstrings'

are plagued by quantum anomalies if N > 2. These anomalies arise because the
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critical space-time dimensions corresponding to the extended superconformai alge-

bras are all lower than four (compare with chapter 5, where the critical values are

derived in a BRS1 quantization scheme). String models based on TV = 2 supercon-

formai invariance, which have critical space-time dimension D — 2, can consistently

be formulated, but have no dynamical degrees of freedom.

In view of the failure of the attempts to construct string models with extended

world-sheet supersymmetry, the TV = 3,4 superconformai algebras have received

little attention until quite recently Recent work has focussed on the representation

theory of the TV = 3 and the TV = 4 ,sw(2)-extended algebras [104,79,41,117,80].

Since these algebras have non-abelian Kac-Moody subalgebras, the c-values allowed

by unitarity do not fall into discrete series and continuous regions but are positive

multiples of some constant Co, which is equal to | for the TV = 3 and 6 fcr the

sw(2)-extended TV = 4 algebra (this structure arises because in these algebras c

is some multiple of the level k of the Kac-Moody subalgebra, which is a positive

integer in unitary representations). The representation theory of the su(2)-extended

N = 4 superconformai algebra has interesting applications in the study of cr-models

on 4n-dimensional hyperkahler manifolds such as the A'3-surfa.ce, where it provides

information about geometric and topological properties of the <7-model target spaces.

In section 3.6 we will focus on the o(4)-extended superconformai algebra, which,

so far, has received little attention in the literature. Under the assumption that

in physical theories the so-called twisted TV = 4 anomaly in the current algebra is

absent, we will argue that the allowed c-values for applications of O(4)-extended

superconformai symmetry are

c ( n r a ) = ^ ^ n + , n _ e Z > 0 . (1-44)
71 —

A 'basic' representation of the o(4)-extended algebra, with n+ = n_ = 1, c = 3, was

presented in [100]. A systematic study of the unitary representations of this algebra

has been undertaken recently [107,62].

In 1986, a new class of extended superconformai algebras was proposed by Knizh-

nik [82] and later by Bershadsky [10]. In the spirit of Zamolodchikov's program,

which we described in the previous section, these authors considered the possibility

of extending the Virasoro algebra with TV j = | supercurrents in the defining repre-
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Box 1.2 O(4)-extended superconformal symme-
try in superstring theory

It is an intriguing question whether or not O(4)-extended superconformal
symmetry can be of any help for the construction of string models.

An interesting possibility would be to employ, in the spirit of [55], global
N = 4 superconformal invariance for 10 —>• 4 superstring compactifica-
tion. The c-value appropriate for this, which is c = 9, occurs in the list
(1.44) as o(3,3), c(6,2) and c(2,6). We expect that the Liouville-WZW
cr-models discussed in [69], which provide a link between 0(4)-extended
superconformal symmetry and geometry, will be relevant for such com-
pactification schemes. Also in a purely fermionic formulation, where the
internal space is represented by 18 free fermions, the implementation of
O(4)-extended superconformal symmetry is possible. In a recent sys-
tematic study of extended supersymmetric cr-models on group manifolds
[106,105] several N = 4 models with possible relevance for string com-
pactification emerged. (In these models the target manifolds are related
to Wolf spaces.)

An exciting possibility, which is speculated on in [106], is to couple N = 4
a-models with target spaces such as a , J ^ L to two-dimensional N = 4
conformal supergravity ([99]). If this could be done, such models would
circumvent the earlier no-go theorems and describe the consistent prop-
agation of N = 4 superstrings with a positive definite Hilbert space.

scntation of an internal so(N) or u(N) Kac-Moody algebra. They found consistent

operator algebras which close on Virasoro currents T(z), supercurrents G'(z), Kac-

Moody currents J"{z) and multilinear expressions in these currents. The algebras

contain a single free parameter which determines the level of the so(N) or u(N)

Kac-Moody subalgebra and the central charge of the Virasoro subalgebra.

With iegard to the so(./V)-extended superconformal algebras proposed by Knizh-
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nik, it is important to notice that the (anti)commutator algebra of the Fourier modes

Ln, G'r and J% is different (for N > 2) from the conventional algebra of O(N)-

extended superconformal transformations that we mentioned above. The Knizhnik-

Bershadsky (KB) superconformal algebras can best be described as (infinitely gen-

erated) Lie superalgebras with the additional structure that some of their generators

can be expressed as normal ordered products of other generators (leaving the gen-

erators Ln, G\ and </£ as a fundamental set). In the earlier work on superconformal

algebras the relevance of algebras of this type was not recognized, which explains

why they do not occur in the 'classification1 of all possible superconformal extensions

of the Virasoro algebra given in [97,53].

By construction, the so(N) and u(N) KB superconformal algebras admit central

extensions for general TV and one can therefore expect that they will actually occur

as current algebras for certain models of d=2 conformal quantum field theory. It was

noticed in [82] that the u(N) KB algebras for N > 2 are of little interest since they

do not admit unitary representations. The M(2) and so(2) KB algebras reduce to the

conventional su(2)-extended (iV = 4) and u(l)-extended (N = 2) superconformal

algebras. In chapter 4, we report on a study of the remaining algebras, which are

the so(N) KB algebras with N > 3.

We finally mention some higher-spin extensions of the N = 1 superconformal

algebra, which have been considered recently in [67]. These algebras can be con-

sidered as supersymmetrizations of the Casimir algebras which we will discuss in

chapter 2.
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Bosonic extensions of conformal
symmetry

2.1 The classsification of rational conformal field
theories

In 1987 D. Friedan and S. Shenker [52] pointed out that an interesting class of
conformal field theories are the so-called rational conformal field theories (RCFT's).
They are defined by the property that the matrix Af^, which appears in the torus
partition function (1.29), has finite rank. More generally, they share the property
that the correlation functions take the form of a finite sum of holomorphic times
antiholomorphic expresssions in the modular parameters of punctured surfaces. It
was shown by Moore [89] that in a RCFT the central charge c and the conformal
dimensions h are all rational numbers.

More recently, important progress has been made in understanding the structure
of RCFT's [114,112,98,87,90,32,91]. The ultimate goal of these efforts is to obtain
a classification of all RCFT's. It is expected that such a classification will lead to a
better understanding of all conformal field theories.

In this section we wish to motivate the relevance of the study of bosonic higher-
spin extensions of the Virasoro algebra in relation to the classification program for
RCFT's. Our exposition will be rather descriptive; we refer to the literature cited
below for more precise definitions and results.

An immediate consequence of the fact that J\fh-h has finite rank is that the par-
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tition function Z of a RCFT can be written in the following form

where the dots stand for additional Virasoro characters (with increasing dimension)

and the sum is over a finite set of labels (h,h). Because the unit operator occurs

with multiplicity one in the theory, the label (k,h) = (0,0) occurs precisely once in

the above summation. The characters that are collected in the holomorphic factor

(Xo + Xh + • • •) a r e a ^ multiplied with ~x0. These terms in Z correspond to rep-

resentations associated with chiral primary fields of dimension (ji,0), which have

the interpretation of currents corresponding to additional (chiral) symmetries in

the conformal field theory. The conformal families [<A(j,,o)]i together with the corre-

sponding operator product expansions, define the so-called chiral algebra A of the

RCFT. (In those cases where the above prescription is ambiguous it will be assumed

the characters in Z have been regrouped such that the chiral algebra is maximally

extended.) The other fields in the theory can be grouped into representations of A

and A, where A is composed of the fields of dimension (0, j ) . These representations

are highest-weight modules which are headed by a highest-weight state correspond-

ing to a conformal field which is primary with respect to the extended conformal

algebra.

It was established in [114,90] that the fusion rules of the primary fields in a RCFT

can be derived from the transformation properties under modular transformations

of the characters \ of the chiral algebra A. This result indicates that the chiral

algebra plays a central role: it dictates both the structure of the Hilbert space and

the form of the interactions. These statements were made more precise in [32,91]

where the following results for a RCFT with given chiral algebra A were derived

(the assumption is made that both chiral sectors have the same chiral algebra)

1. all unitary representations of A occur with multiplicity one,

2. the coupling of the left and the right chiral sectors is either diagonal or off-

diagonal by an automorphism of the fusion algebra.

These results show that the classification of all RCFT's can in principle be done in

a two-step process, where in the first step all chiral algebras that allow a finite set
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of unitary representations are determined and in the second step for each algebra,
the automorphisms of the fusion algebra are obtained.

In chapter 1 we mentioned that modular invariance ensures that the spins of
the fields in a conformal field theory are integers. Accordingly, the currents in the
chiral algebra A of a RCFT have integral conformal dimension. Furthermore, in all
cases that have been explored until now it has turned out that the algebra can be
generated (by allowing derivatives and normal-ordered products) from a finite set
of currents which are primary with respect to the Virasoro algebra. This result is
nontrivial for models with central charge c > 1, where it is known (cfr. Box 1.1)
that the algebra A contains an infinite set of currents.

At this point we make contact with the algebraic program proposed by Zamolod-
chikov, which we described in section 1.3: indeed the algebraic structure that
emerges in any of the known RCFT's is precisely of the type considered in [118]. It
is tempting to believe that the chiral algebras for all RCFT's are actually finitely
generated. This would lead to the following

conjecture

All RCFT's are minimal models with respect to a finitely genera';ed
bosonic extension of the conformal algebra.

In this 'chiral algebra approach' to RCFT it is clearly important what the number

of generating currents is that can occur for models of a given central charge c. One

expects that models with a small value for c will need only a small number of

generating currents, but until now rigorous bounds have not been established.

Recently it has been pointed out by Witten [116] that many of the peculiar

properties of conformal field theories in two dimensions can be understood from

general covariance in topological (2+l)-dimensionaI Chern-Simons gauge theories.

This new approach has led to the conjecture that the classification of RCFT's will

be closely related to the classification of compact Lie groups and their subgroups

[92].
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2.2 Casimir algebras

2.2.1 Preliminaries

In the previous section we explained that the relevant symmetry algebras for a

unifying treatment of RCFT's are bosonic extensions of the Virasoro algebra.

The first algebras of this type that were studied in a systematic way were the

algebras of the form (Virasoro tx affine Kac-Moody), which are Lie algebra exten-

sions of the Virasoro algebra [83]. However, from the beginning it has been clear

that this class is too small to describe all RCFT's. For an exhaustive description,

one clearly needs to include nonlinearly extended Virasoro algebras, also referred

to as higher-spin or W algebras. Important examples of these algebras are the so-

called Casimir algebras, which can be constructed from affine Kac-Moody algebras

by using the higher-order Casimir invariants of the underlying finite-dimensional

Lie algebra. The remaining part of this chapter briefly describes our work on these

Casimir algebras.*

Before proceeding we mention an important result which is another motivation

for the analysis presented below. Roughly speaking this result states that many

(if not all) of the properties of the Virasoro algebra that are relevant for conformal

field theory, can be derived from the affine algebra A[ by means of the Sugawara

construction and the so-called Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) coset construction [58,

54,15,18]. In particular, the unitary representations and modular invariant partition

functions for c < 1 can be obtained in this way.

Here we will show that the properties of the spin-3 algebra can be derived in

an elegant way by exploiting suitable generalizations of the Sugawara and the GKO

coset constructions for the affine algebra A? . This observation will pave the way

towards the construction of more general higher-spin algebras associated with higher-

rank classical Lie algebras.

'The results presented in 2.2 were obtained in collaboration with F.A. Bais, P. Bouwknegt and
M. Surridge. A detailed account can be found in [3,4].
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2.2.2 Sugawara construction for higher-order Casimir in-
variants

In this subsection we present a generalization of the traditional Sugawara construc-

tion [109], which includes higher-spin generators in addition to the stress-energy

tensor.

Our starting point is a conformal field J(z), which takes values in a Lie alge-

bra g. Its components Ja(z) with respect to some antihermitean basis {Ta,a =

1,2,. . . , dim(<?), TT(TaTt,) = — <5a6}, satisfy the operator product expansion

The Fourier modes J° satisfy the commutation relations of an untwisted affine Kac-

Moody algebra g — ~jjP\ We now consider the operators

T^'\z) = T1M(g,k)d">°"(J°(Jb(J':(...))))(z), (2.3)

where rj^'^g, k) is some normalization constant and dabc" is the completely symmet-

ric traceless ^-invariant tensor of rank A,-. The index i labels the invariant tensors

of g; if g has rank / we have i = 1,2,. . . , / . Note that T<Ai> = dahc"TaTbTc... is the

Ai-th Casimir operator of the underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra ~g.

In the above expression the parentheses denote normal-ordering with respect to

the moments of the currents. In our conventions, the normal-ordered product of

two operators A(z) and B(w) at coincident points is obtained by extracting from

the operator product expansion (OPE) the leading term that is regular for z —> w.

This normal-ordered product can be represented as a contour integral

where radial ordering is assumed in the integrand. Handling normal-ordered expres-

sions requires some care, since the normal-ordered product is neither commutative

nor associative. As an illustration for this, consider the following relations for the

affine currents Ja(z)
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(,F(JbJc)){z) - ((JaJb)Jc)(z) = -facd(JddJb){z)

+fbcd(dJaJd)(z) + i k(Sacd2Jb + Sbcd2Ja)(z)

+-facdfdbed2Je{z). (2.5)

Useful results for rearranging normal-ordered expressions are given in appendix A

of ref. [3J.

The operator T(z) = T^2\z) is the so-called Sugawara stress-energy tensor. With

the normalization

Vi2)(9,k)= ~l
 x (2.6)

2{k + g)

it satisfies the standard OPE (1.8) with central charge given by

- " ' - ' t-L ( 2 - 7 )

k + g

In these formulas g denotes the dual Coxeter number of g. The fact that the d-

symbols have been chosen to be traceless guarantees that the operators T'Al'(z),

i=2,3, 1, are primary fields of dimension A; with respect to T(z).

The currents {T^(z),i = 1,2,...,/} producet a set of local currents through

OPE:s: A(z) and B{z) produce {AB}r{z), r 6 Z, where

The fields {AB}r(w) can be extracted from (2.8) by evaluating contour integrals

analogous to (2.4); note that {AB}0{w) is just the normal-ordered product (AB)(w)

defined in (2.4). We denote by S the set of currents obtained this way. The following

is obvious

1. T^'\z) € 5,

2. l e 5,

3. A(z) eS^ 8A(z) € 5 ,

'In this context we avoid the term 'generate' which we reserve for the situation where only
normal-ordered products and derivatives are allowed.
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4. A{z),B{z)eS=>(AB)(z)eS.

A case of special interest arises when S is the minimal set of currents obeying these

requirements, i.e. when all the fields obtained in OPE's can be written as normal-

ordered products of the T'A ' '(z), i = 1,2,. . . , / , and their derivatives (notice that for

the regular terms in the OPE this property is automatic). In that case the algebra

is finitely generated in the sense of Zamolodchikov (see section 1.3); in our notation

it is denoted by Vir(AliA2 A().

In the remaining part of this subsection we focus on the relatively simple example

g = A2 , where two independent Casimir invariants of orders 2 and 3 exist. Tlie

third order Casimir operator takes the form

T(3\z) = 71
i3)(k)dabc(Ja(JbJc))(z), (2.9)

where

In addition to the aforementioned results that T(z) satisfies the Virasoro operator

algebra and that T'3 '(z) is a primary field of dimension 3, we obtain the following

OPE of T<3> with itself

) , dTH
w)6 (z - w)4 (z - w)3

+ . . . , (2.11)

where

A(iv) = (TT)(w) -a T(w),
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W(z) is a now primary field which cannot de expressed in terms of the second and

the third order Casimir operators T(z) and T^\z). For general k the field # (4 ' (z)

does not vanish, which means that we do not have an algebra which is minimal in

the sense we described above.

This situation improves considerably if the level k is equal to 1. It can be shown

that in that case the troublesome field R^(z) is a null field (corresponding to a null

state in the Hilbert space), which decouples from the algebra. This means that the

A^ Casimir algebra for k = 1 is minimal; it is actually identical to Zamolodchikov's

spin-3 algebra (1.36) with c = 2. Inserting the vertex operator realization of the

k = 1 A2 algebra and performing a reduction to the Cartan subalgebra leads to a

c = 2 free field realization of the spin-3 algebra which agrees with the result in [44],

We postpone a discuss: on of the generalization of the above results to other

groups to subsection 2.2.4.

2.2.3 Coset construction for the spin-3 algebra

Our next step is to extend thf> GKO coset construction [58] to the dimension-3

Casimir operator associated with A^ . This construction leads to an explicit real-

ization of the c < 2 unitary representations of Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra.

In the coset construction one considers an untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra

g at level k and a Kac-Moody subalgebra g' at level k'. The value of k' is given by

k' = j k, where j is the Dynkin index of the embedding of 7j' in g~ [5]. If one subtracts

the Sugawara stress-energy tensors T(z) and T'(z) with central charges c(g, k) and

c(g', k') one obtains the operator

f(z) = T(z) - T'(z), (2.13)

which generates the coset Virasoro algebra Vir with central charge c(g,g',k) given

by

c(g,g',k)=c(g,k)-c(g',k'). (2.14)

An important property of this construction is that the coset Virasoro algebra Vir

commutes with the subalgebra g'. This means that we can decompose any highest

weight module (HWM) L{\) of g into a sum of irreducible HWM's of the direct sum

3'© Vir. It has been shown that for an irreducible module L(A) this decomposition
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is finite if and only if c(g,g', k) < 1 (see [15] and references in there). This result is

very powerful. Many properties of the Virasoro algebra can be derived by using the

diagonal embedding A\X) C A[1) © A\X) at level (k, 1).

For c(g,g', k) > 1 there is no finite reducibility in terms of g' © Vir alone. The

idea is now that in those cases the finite reducibility is recovered if one considers

the direct sum of g' with a suitably chosen extension of the coset Virasoro algebra.

We will here show how this works out for the embedding A2
1^ C A2^ ffi AixK

We denote the generators of g = A2 © A2 &s Jm and J?2y a— 1,2, . . . , 8; the

level is denoted as (k\, k2). The generators and the level of the subalgebra g' = A2

are given by

J"(z) = Jfa(z) + Jfa(z),

k' = kx + k2. (2.15)

The coset Virasoro generator takes the form

f(z) = T{1)(z) + T{2)(z)-T'(z); (2.16)

the corresponding central charge has the value

We can now extend the coset Virasoro algebra generated by (2.16) with a coset ana-

logue of the dimension-3 Casimir operator T^(z) that we discussed in the previous

subsection. It turns out that the correct form for this operator is

*j) [h{k2 + 3)(2A:2 + 3 ) (JjijQfr

-Z{h + 3)(Ar2 + 3)(2k2 + 3)

+3(fc, + 3)(fc2 + 3)(2fci + 3) (J(°1)Q(2))(z)

- * , ( * , + 3)(2*, + 3) (J("2)0*2))(«)] » (2-18)

where Qa(z) is the following bilinear in the currents

Qa(z) = <f i c(J*J c)(2) (2.19)
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and the normalization constant is fixed to

10(2ti + 3)(2Ar2 + 3)(2Jt, + k2 + 9)
(2 20)

The form of this operator is completely fixed by the requirements that (i) it is a

local current constructed by taking normal-orderd products of the currents of g at

level (kuk2), and (ii) it is a primary field of dimension 3 with respect to T(z). It

turns out that the additional requirement that the modes of 7'3'(r) commute with

the subalgebra <r/ is automatically satisfied. A laborious calculation of the OPE

7'(:t|(r)7'(3)(((;) yields the expression given in (2.11), where all the operators are now

replaced by their coset analogues and the central charge has the value (2.14). The

coset version of the additional primary field, R^(z), is a complicated expression

in terms of normal-ordered products of g currents and their derivatives; we refrain

from exhibiting it here. The remarkable fact is that W4\z) vanishes if and only

if either either A-] or h? equals unity. In that case the extended coset algebra is

identical to the Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra with central charge in a discrete

series. r = | . | , y , . . . , parametrized as

This construction explicitly shows that the spin-3 algebra admits unitary rep-

resentations for the c-values in the series (2.21), which is in agreement with the

findings of Fateev and Zamolodchikov in [44]. The unitary representations can all

be obtained by performing the finite decomposition of unitary representations of the

algebra A^ (B A^ at level (m — 3,1) to the sum of the diagonal ylj snbalgebra at

level m. •- 2 and the coset spin-3 algebra with central charge c(m).

2.2.4 Casimir algebras associated with simply-laced clas-
sical Lie algebras

In this subsection we present results for the more general case where the algebra A2

is replaced by a general simply laced classical Lie algebra, i.e. one of the algebras

AN, DN or E^. The operator algebra of the corresponding Casimir operators is too
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complicated to be worked out explicitly. Still, by combining results of a Feigin-Fuks
free field realization [28,45,38] with results of the generalized coset construction,
one can get a rather complete picture of their structure and their representation
theory. For the details of this analysis we refer to the papers [3,4]. Our results are
summarized in the following statement.

Let g be one of the classical simply laced Lie algebras AN, DN or
EN and let g = g^\ For a representation of g which has level k = 1
the operator algebra of the Casimir operators T^Xi\z), i = 1,2, . . . , / =
rank(<?), is minimal in the sense of subsection 2.2.2 and has central charge
c — I. The k = 1 vertex operator realization of g leads to a c = / free
field realization of this Casimir algebra.

The operator algebra generated by the coset operators T'A''(z), de-
fined for the diagonal embedding g C g © g at level (m — g, 1), m —
g + 1,..., differs from the k = 1 Casimir algebra only through the value
of the central charge, which is given by

Unitary highest weight modules (HWM's) L(p, q) of the Casimir algebra
exist for the central charges c = c(m) and for c > 1. The c < / unitary
HWM's are labeled by dominant integral ^-weights p £ p™~& ancj q g
pm-s+i oj-jevej m _ g and m — g + 1, respectively. The conformal families

,- r>m—g _ nm-g+l (Z.26)
P t rj. q t r+

form a closed operator algebra. The conformal dimensions of the primary

fields $(p, q) are given by

2 m ( m + l )

peP+~s, qGP+~e+1. (2.24)

where the i-dimensional vectors p and q are the projections of p and q

onto the 7/ weight lattice, and p is half the sum of the positive roots of ~g.
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The brackets < , > denote the Cartan-Killing form on the weight lattice

Precise information on how the unitary HWM's L{p, q) are contained

in level (m — g, 1) tensor product representations of g®g is provided by

the branching rule

xI(r)Xi(p)
 = zJ xi(,)Xz,(P,9) (2.25)

q G P?~e+1 _
r + p-qe AR(9)

for r £ P{ and p £ P™~s, where the sum runs over all irreducible

integrable HWM's L(q) at level m — g + 1, such that f + f — q is an

element of the rootlattice Aft(<?) of ~g. xi(A) denotes the character of the

HWM L{A) of g in its homogeneous specialization [72].

By substituting g = A^ in the above formulas we reproduce known results for the

Virasoro algebra.

We stress that the above results are partly based on conjectures. However,

we made extensive consistency checks [3,4], which all confirmed the validity of the

results. In addition to this, we showed how the branching rule displayed above can be

used to construct modular invariant partition functions both for the Casimir algebras

with c = c(m) and for the algebras g with integral level. In general such modular

invariants describe new unitary conformal field theories, which are generalizations of

the standard minimal models given in the ADE-classification. Some of these models

were identified explicitly (important examples are the field theories corresponding

to the so-called ZN Ising models, see Box 2.1).

2.2.5 Post Scriptum

Bosonic extensions of the Virasoro algebra have received a lot of attention recently

and many of the results of [3,4] for the Casimir algebras have been confirmed and

supplemented by various authors.

In [42] Fateev and Lykyanov made a study of the extended conformal symmetries

associated with AN . Their results are consistent with our analysis. In a more recent

'The Cartan-Killing form is normalized such that < »i ,a; >= 2 for the simple roots a,-,
t = 1,2 /.
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Box 2.1 AM Casimir algebras in Zyv Ising models

The prototype example of d = 2 conformal field theories is the c = \
field theory corresponding to the Ising model at criticality. As a gen-
eralization, one can consider analogous models where the spins have N
instead of 2 possible orientations. The conformal field theories describ-
ing these so-called Zjv Ising models at their critical points were studied
in [43] on the basis of so-called parafermionic current algebra. In [4] we
showed that the Zjy models have an alternative interpretation as minimal
models with respect to the A^ Casimir algebras with m = N + 1. The
central cherges cjv for these models are given by (2.22): cyv = N72 •
It can easily be checked that these values for c and the spectrum (2.24)
of conformal dimensions are in agreement with the results obtained in
the parafermionic formulation in [43,56]. This identification nicely illus-
trates our point of view that all RCFT's should allow an interpretation
as minimal models with respect some to purely bosonic current algebra.

series of papers these authors report on a systematic study of additional symmetries

in conformal field theory and exactly solvable models [84].

The extended algebras that are relevant in the study of conformal field theories

based on a general coset G/H were studied in [39,59,19,13]. The paper [29] treats

the GN © GL/GN+L conformal field theories and their modular invariant partition

functions. The authors present a list of diagonal, complementary and exceptional

modular invariants for Zamolodchikov's spin-3 algebra which they conjecture to be

complete.

In recent work of Bilal and Gervais [11] extended algebras are obtained by quan-

tizing the Toda field theories. Their papers include results for the Casimir algebras

associated with non simply-laced classical Lie algebras.

An interesting speculation concerns the possibility of constructing so-called W

strings, i.e. string models based on local (gauged) extended conformal symmetries
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[12]. This would require a generalization of the traditional BRST quantization

scheme for gauge theories to the present case. Some preliminary results for the

critical central charges were discussed in [3]. In chapter 5 we return to this problem

and present the construction of a nilpotent BRST charge for a class of quadratically

nonlinear Lie algebras, which includes Zamolochikov's spin-3 algebra.



Chapter 3

O(iV)-extended superconformal
field theory in superspace

3.1 Introduction and summary

Two-dimensional quantum field theories with 6>(TV)-extended superconformal in-
variance are naturally formulated in the context of a TV-extended superspace with
coordinates (z, &'; z, #'), i = 1, 2 , . . . , TV. In such a formulation superconformal trans-
formations correspond to a special class of analytic reparametrizations of superspace.
The corresponding algebras are the conventional .so(TV)-extended superconformal al-
gebras, which were first described in [1], They are finitely generated Lie superalge-
bras. In this chapter, which is based on [101], we study the superspace formalism for
O(TV)-extended superconformal field theory. We derive a complete list of all possible
anomalous terms in the transformation rule of the current superfield J^N\Z), which
is the superspace analogue of the stress-energy tensor T(z). We will show that such
anomalous terms exist for TV < 4; TV = 4 is of special interest since in that case two
independent anomalous terms turn out to be possible. These terms provide general-
izations of the schwarzian derivative (1.11) in TV-extended superspace. We examine
the superconformal transformations that are singled out by the requirement that
they are anomaly-free, i.e. have vanishing superschwarzian derivative. Our results
are in agreement with results that are known in the literature for specific values of
TV (see e.g. [48,50] for TV = 1, [36,30,81] for TV = 2, [27] for TV = 3). We refer to
[1,100,27,30,20] for previous work on the superspace formalism for general TV. The
superspace formalism for sw(2)-extended TV = 4 superconformal field theory has
recently been developed in [88].
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This chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2 we introduce iV-extended

superspace and we define superconformal transformations. Section 3.3 describes

(finite) superconformal transformations on general primary fields $%{Z) (charac-

terized by their dimension h and O(N) representation Ma/3) and on the current

superfield J(N\Z). The transformation rule of the latter involves a central term

S^N\Z, Z) generalizing the TV = 0 schwarzian derivative (1.11). In the sections 3.4

and 3.5 all possible terms S^(Z, Z) that are consistent with the group property

of TV-extended superconformal transformations are determined. The case TV — 4 is

special; we find that S^(Z, Z) is a sum of two independent terms corresponding

to a regular and a twisted extension of the o(4)-extended superconformal algebra.

The TV < 4 superschwarzian derivatives are easily obtained by reducing the TV = 4

result. In section 3.6 we examine the condition S^N\Z, Z) = 0, which selects a non-

anomalous subgroup of the conformal group which is important in the analysis of

superconformal quantum field theory. For the regular extensions for 0 < TV < 4 this

subgroup is the 'little conformal group' Osp(N/2); for the twisted TV = 4 extension

it is another finite-dimensional extension of the TV = 4 super-Poincare group. In

section 3.7 we further analyse the TV — 4 superconformal algebra. We introduce a

real parameter a to specify an embedding of the Virasoro algebra. Its .s/(2) subalge-

bra extends to a finite-dimensional subalgebra of the TV = 4 superconformal algebra

which is isomorphic to £>(2/l; a— | ) . Tuning the parameter a such that the twisted

anomaly is absent leads to the set (1.44) of c-values for which integrable unitary

representations exist.

3.2 Superconformal symmetry in superspace

In sections 3.2 and 3.3 we describe the general formalism for TV-extended supercon-

formal field theory in superspace. Our treatment follows the exposition of the TV = 1

formalism as presented in [48,50].

We write the coordinates of TV-extended superspace as (Z, Z), where Z = (z, 0'),

Z = (z,9*), i = 1,2,..., TV. The left covariant derivative with respect to supertrans-

lations D' = 0'dz + dp satisfies

26iid.. (3.1)

Analytic functions f(Z) on this superspace obey relations which are direct gener-
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alizations of the Cauchy integral theorem and the Taylor expansion for ordinary

complex functions. Using the notation [i] for a completely antisymmetrized multi-

index i\i2 • • • ifl, 0 < R < N, we write

0[i] _ ehei2...eiR,

ffN-[i\ h3NRil'Rffil QJNR ^

(N - R)\

fR = l-

ni ni

zl2 = zx-z2- e\ei
2. (3.2)

The Cauchy integral theorem reads

(where C2 is a curve in the complex plane enclosing the point z?) and the Taylor
expansion is given by

^ ^ ? . (3.4)
n>0

The expansion (3.4) can be derived from (3.3) by using the identity

For N = 0 conformal transformations are just the analytic transformations

z —* z(z), z —> z(z). For N > 0 the superconformal transformations are the

super-analvtic transformations Z —» ̂ (Z), Z —+ Z(Z) that transform the covariant

derivatives D' and £>' homogeneously:

D* = (D^^D', ~Di = (Di¥ 0 . (3.6)

We focus on the superconformal transformations Z —* Z ; the others are treated

similarly. From (3.6) we derive
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(i) Diz=0jDiOj,

(it) fr '* #>

{Hi) detf — 1 = ±1 . (3.7)

The property (ii) states that the matrices {DO) are orthogonal up to an overall mul-

tiplicative factor. The ± sign in (m) distinguishes between orientation-preserving

( + ) and twisted ( —) transformations ([30]).

It turns out that the infinitesimal transformations that satisfy the condition (3.6)

can be expressed in terms of an unrestricted superfield E{Z):

6z = E- -PD'E, 8P = \D{E. (3.8)

These transformations were first described by Ademollo et al. [l]. The superfield

E(Z) can be expanded in components according to

*,«') = 2 E E ' ^ n ^ 1 *"+1~*/2- (3.9)

The ajjl are completely antisymmetric in ij,i2, - •• ,IR • We assume that E{Z) is

single-valued in the plane, i.e. that we are in the Neveu-Schwarz sector: n is integer

(half-integer) if R is even (odd). The variation of {z,0*) under the superconformal

generator j£' corresponding to the parameter a^ reads

6z ---= if*(2 - flJajJ-'V1 ... 0i*z
n+1-R/2,

[ R ^

y^il^i-iRffh Qi, _ QiRzn+l-R/2
is n

«'„'-iR0ii ...0i"0izn-R/2\ , (3.10)

where A denotes omission of the symbol A. The J$ generate a classical o(N)-

extended superconformal algebra. The (anti)commutation relations are

[JJl-'Vi1"0'*] = rRS{[m(2~S)-n(2-R)] &£"*>""

) (3.11)
(=i /t=i
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The generators Ln = \Jn generate a classical Virasoro subalgebra

[Lm,Ln] = (m-n)Lm+n. (3.12)

The relation

[im, 4°] = ((1 - \R)m - n) J®+n (3.13)

shows that the generators jW have conformal dimension (2 — ^R).

3.3 Field theory in TV-extended superspace

iV-extended superconformal quantum field theory can be formulated in the super-

space described above along the same lines as ordinary conformal field theory is de-

scribed in the complex plane (see section (1.2)). Let us consider the transformation

law of a primary superfield <&{Z) in such a theory (we focus on the Z-dependence,

the Z-dependence is treated similarly). By inspecting the properties (3.6) and (3.7)

we find that we are free to include a nontrivial representation

DO - \det(D6)]2h/N M°* \ S^-rl (3.14)

in the transformation law

h is the conformal dimension of $£; the Ma^ form a representation of 0{N).

For the infinitesimal conformal transformation (3.8) we have

[det(D0)]2k/N ~ 1 + hd,E, Ma/3[ ]~Sa0+ l-{DiDiE){Tij)ali, (3.16)

(where the T1'7 span a representation of the o(N) Lie algebra) and correspondingly

\ ^ a
h ) + h(6.E)*l + i(D'JD>^)(ri>r"*f. (3-17)
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These transformations are generated by a current superfield J^(Z) through the

relation

6E$(Z2) = - j> —. I dN6iE(Zx)J(NHZi)${Z2) (3.18)
2 JCi 2iri J

which is analogous to (1.6). All information about the transformation proper-

ties of a superfield ${Z) is now encoded in the singular behaviour of the product

J(N\Zi)$(Z2) for Z\ —» Z2. For the primary fields $£ the super operator product

expansion (SOPE) reads

JINHZl)4>l(Zi) = \2h^ + 6-f^D'2 + 2^-c
I 6\2 &n An

-i{Tii)a0-^—¥h{Z2). (3.19)

We read off from (3.19) that the conformal dimension of J^(Z) is (2 - ±N). J(Af)

is not primary; it is a descendant field in the conformal family of the identity. Its

transformation law is given by

J(N\Z) = [det(D0)}i4~"W J(N\Z) + S<N)(Z, 2). (3.20)

) is a generalization of the schwarzian derivative (1.11) present in the

transformation law (1.10) for N = 0. Consistency of the transformation rule (3.20)

requires that S^N\Z, Z) satisfies the following group property

S(N)(Z, I ) = [det{D9)]l4~N)/NS(N\Z, Z) + S{N){Z, Z). (3.21)

The fact that this equation cannot be satisfied for every JV puts restrictions on

the TV-values for which physical quantum field theories can be formulated. In the

next two sections we will analyze the equation (3.21) and show that it has solutions

only for N < 4 . (7V = 4 i s o f special interest since in that case the equation

admits two independent nontrivial solutions.) The upper bound N = 4 is a natural

one since for N > 4 the current superfield jWI has components with negative

conformal dimension. It may well be possible to formulate classical superconformal

field theories for general N [69], but in theories of this type there is definitely no

quantum physics beyond N = 4.
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3.4 Central extensions

Since it is rather hard to solve the equation (3.21) directly, we perform the analysis

in two steps. We first consider (3.21) for infinitesimal transformations Z -+ Z of the

form (3.8) and determine the infinitesimal expressions corresponding to S^N\Z, Z).

We then use the invariance of operator product expansions to derive the full expres-

sion for finite transformations Z —* Z.

Under the infinitesimal superconformal transformation (3.8) with parameter su-

perfield E(Z) J^N^ transforms as

where

(0{N)E){Z) = S<N){Z, (z + E- \eiDiE,Bi + \D{E)). (3.23)
Zi Zi

The group property of S^ translates into the following condition on the operator
([27])

I.EOiN)dzF + (2 - )-N){d2E)O{N)F + )•{&£)(£>'F)1 - {E <-» F) =

(3.24)

In order to examine the solutions to the equation (3.24) it is convenient to switch

to yet another notation and to rephrase (3.22) as a SOPE

(4 - N)% + J-Di + 2^-dJ J<N\Z2)

+cM(ZuZ2), (3.25)

where c^ is related to O^ through

I f P1 fdNelE(Z1)cW(ZuZ2) = (O^E)(Z2). (3.26)
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By inspecting superconformal Ward identities for two-point correlation functions

(see Box 3.1) and using dimensional arguments we obtain the following list of can-

didate solutions for c(/V)(Z,, Z2)

regular - i _ , TV = 1,2,3, log(Z13), N = 4;

ON

twisted - J J ^ J , N = 2,4,6, Pnlog(Z12), N = 8. (3.27)
Z

Checking the condition (3.24), we find that the JV < 4 regular terms are all

solutions, whereas of the twisted terms only the TV = 4 term is a solution. Table 3.1

gives the complete list of central terms c (N) and the corresponding operators O*-N\

Notice that the operator <9'4' for the regular N = 4 extension is nonlocal. This is

related to the fact that the conformal dimension of J^4\Z) is zero; its superconformal

properties are similar to the conformal properties of a dimension-zero scalar field

<p(z) in ordinary conformal field theory. We can avoid nonlocalities by formulating

the theory in terms of J'(Z) = Z)'«/'4)(Z), which transforms as

6EJ{ = Edzf + l-lDiEXD'J') + ]-{DiDiE)Jj - % D4~'E + %DidzE, (3.28)
2 2 6 6

where we normalized the central terms as

c<4>(Z,, Z2) = - | 108(2,2) + | | | . (3.29)

In the transformation rule (3.28) both operators O'4* act in a local way.

3.5 Superschwarzian derivatives for N < 4

Having found all possible operators O^N\ which describe the behaviour of S^N\Z, Z)

for Z — Z infinitesimal, we proceed by deriving the expressions for S ^ ( Z , Z), which

give the anomalous terms in finite superconformal transformations of J^N\Z).

Notice that once we have derived the expression for S^(Z, Z) corresponding to

the regular N = 4 extension, we can easily obtain the expressions for S^N\Z, Z),

N < 4. This is done by simply inserting a special transformation Z —> Z which is

a superconformal transformation for some TV < 4 and extracting from
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Box 3.1 Superconformal Ward identities

In conformal field theory, Ward identities are derived by combining prop-
erties of the vacuum with the (known) commutation relations of current
generators such as Ln and local fields. For example, from the OPE (3.19)
one derives the relation

Combining this relation with the sl2 invariance of the vacuum leads
to three independent relations on any n-point correlation function
F^n\Z\,..., Zn). In superconformal theories important Ward identities
follow from the relation

(2) [Gi_i,*t(Z)] = (Di*l)(Z)

and the property G'_L | 0} = 0. On two-point correlation functions of
2

primary fields they are given by

(3) (D\ + Di)F^(ZuZ2) = 0,

which is sufficient to show that all two-point functions depend exclu-
sively on Z12 and O^- A similar argument for the current-current two-
point function leads to the expressions (3.27) for the central terms in the
current operator algebra.

the part which corresponds to the lower-TV current superfield J^N\Z). We therefore

focus on the case N = 4.

The derived N = 4 current superfield J*{Z) transforms as follows under finite
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N = O,1,

7V = 4

N = 4

2,

cW(Z

O If £J-

iog(;Zn) eiiklDiDjDk/D'

Z?a ft

type

regular

regular

twisted

Table 3.1. Results for the anomalous terms c(N\Zi,Z2) and the operators
0^, which are both related to the anomalous terms in the infinitesimal
transformations of

superconformal transformations

J\Z) = ( , Z). (3.30)

As 5^4'(Z, Z) is a nonlocal expression we pass to S' = D*S^4\ In order to derive an

expression for S'(Z, Z) we consider the SOPE J'(Z1)J
i(Z2) for Zx -> Z2

1

Suppose now we have a finite superconformal transformation Z{Z) sending Z\ to

Zi and Z2 to Z2. We put / = i in (3.31) and rewrite the SOPE in terms of Jm and

Z\<2- Transforming the left hand side of (3.31) results in

ZJ = (D[8i)(Di
20

k
2)ji(Z1)J

k(Z2) + regular.

Transforming the right hand side gives

(3.32)

*{{&em)Jm{Z2) + Sj(Z2,Z2)} - \ ~ + °- ¥& + regular. (3.33)
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The expression (3.32) can be worked out by using the SOPE (3.31) for the trans-

formed field J'(Z) (notice that for twisted transformations Z —* Z (with the minus

sign in the relation (3.7),(m)) the coefficient of the twisted central term in the SOPE

J(Zi)J(Zi) has an extra minus sign with respect to (3.31)). Equating the resulting

expression to (3.33) and extracting the terms independent of J'(Z) gives an identity

which determines the form of SJ(Z, Z) completely. This identity expresses the fact

that the 'anomaly1 in the transformation properties under Z —> Z of the central

terms in the SOPE (3.31) is just compensated by terms coming from the anomalous

term S-*(Z,Z) in the transformation rule of the current Jl(Z). A straightforward

calculation leads to the following result

SHZZ) = 2c
:im

9

^{djK&Q) 2c{DD6){Dd)

It is easily checked that if we substitute an infinitesimal superconformal transfor-

mation Z(Z) of the form (3.8) into the superschwarzian derivative (3.34) we recover

the central terms of (3.28)

S\Z, Z) ̂ 4 -ZD*-'E + ̂ D%E. (3.35)
D 6

The superschwarzian derivatives S^NUZ, Z) for the JV < 4 superconformal transfor-

mations can be obtained from (3.34) by applying the reduction procedure described

above. The reduction of the twisted term (proportional to c') to lower N gives a

vanishing result; reducing the regular term (proportional to c) provides us with a

complete list of the superschwarzian derivatives for 0 < JV < 3 (see table 3.2). The

N < 2 results agree with the results already known in the literature [9,48,30,81].

3.6 Anomaly-free transformations

The actual application of the full group of superconformal transformations in quan-

tum field theory is troubled by the occurence of central terms in general super-

conformal transformations. It is therefore interesting to consider superconformal

transformations Z(Z) that obey the condition

) = Q. (3.36)
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= 4 re9ular g(Z,Z) *
9

*-* * "< * • *> - f -
6

N = 1

Table J.2. Superschwarzian derivatives for the O'^^-extended superconformal
transformations (3.20). For the regular terms, the normalization has been
chosen such that the central term in the Virasoro subalgebra (cfr. (3.12)) has
the usual form ^ ( " i 3 — m)Sm+n.
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For N = 0 the solutions to the condition (3.36) that are connected to the identity
are the projective transformaH^ns

2£±5 ad-bc=l. (3.37)5(3) = 2£±5,
cz + a

Symmetry of conformal field theory under these anomaly-free transformations allows
one to reduce a general n-point amplitude to an expression depending on n — 3
variables only.

In this section we consider the analogues of the transformations (3.37) in TV-
extended superspace which provide solutions to the condition (3.36) for the regular
superschwarzian derivatives S^ for 0 < TV < 4. We also indicate a class of TV = 4
superconformal transformations with vanishing twisted superschwarzian derivative.

A convenient characterization of the TV — 0 transformations (3.37) is the follow-
ing: they are the fractional linear transformations z —• z that satisfy

As a natural generalization we define TV-extended superprojective transformations
to be the fractional linear superconformal transformations that obey the condition

2 Z12. (3.39)

From this condition we derive the following transformation property of the covariant

differential ([30,20]) dZ = dz - ffidffi

dZ = [-^(D'^^D1^)] dZ (3.40)

which is equivalent to the superconformal condition (3.6). This shows that the
superprojective transformations as defined above are actually superconformal as
they should. As an aside, notice that under a superprojective transformation Z —* Z
with real parameters the following form is invariant

(3.41)
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where imZ = \{Z — Z — 9l6x). For N = 0 dO is just the measure for the Poincare

upper half plane. For JV = 1 it is possible ([30]) to define a square root of dil which

defines an invariant measure ([6])

ImZ v '

For general N the superprojective transformations are a convenient starting point

for the study of the moduli spaces of TV-extended super-Riemann surfaces ([30,6].

In order to determine the superprojective transformations explicitly we introduce

homogeneous coordinates {x,y,£%) such that z = xy-1 and 8l = ^'y-i. On (x,y,£')

a superprojective transformation acts as a linear map with matrix say A. The

condition (3.40) translates into the following condition on A

( 0 1 \
*AMA = M, Af = I - 1 0 (3.43)

which is just the statement that A is an element of the group OSP(N/2). The

matrices A solving the equation (3.43) can conveniently be parametrized in terms

of the following set of parameters

a, 6, c, d, <iJ, e j , 4 (3.44)

where e\, e\ are Grassmann, ad— bd= 1, txHik = S'k :

A - ( X

[z o
where

a b

{ = (ej, e{), OIj = «ij - 4ef i« (3.45)

and 7 = y 1 — e'jcj. On the original coordinates (z, 0*) the superprojective transfor-

mation reads

qg + 6 + ( l / 7 ) y 1 ^ * 1 e^ + e ' - t - Q ^
7c« + d + (l/7)yw«»' l ^
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We have

det(Z)l) = det(f) [f(cz + d) + Y2jP]~N . (3.47)

In infinitesimal form the superprojective transformations reduce to the form (3.10)
with non-zero parameters

a_i, a0, Qi; a'_1/2, a'i/2; «o «, j = 1,. ..,JV. (3.48)

These generate a 3 + 2N + ^N(N — 1) parameter subalgebra of the ^-extended

superconformal algebra which is isomorphic to the superalgebra osp(N/2).

It is easily verified that the N = 4 regular superschwarzian derivative vanishes

for a superprojective transformation of the form (3.44). (In fact, the regular term in

S'{Z,Z) vanishes for general fractional linear transformations.) By reduction, the

same holds for the N < 4 superschwarzian derivatives.

From the twisted N = 4 superschwarzian derivative as given in (3.34) we can

extract a covariant derivative without losing the locality of the expression. This

leads to

s£Ld = |jlog[±det(Z?*)] (3.49)

(with ± as in (3.7)), which is consistent with the group property (3.21). For in-
finitesimal transformations the vanishing of (3.49) gives the condition dzE = 0
which allows for 8 + § non-zero parameters

«_,, a'l1/2, c#, a\% a\jkt. (3.50)

Thus the regular and the twisted N = 4 superschwarzian derivatives select different

finite-dimensional extensions of the N = 4 super-Poincare algebra. The finite su-

perconformal transformations Z -+ Z corresponding to (3.50) are parametrized by

8 + fi parameters

where e1, 7* are Grassmann, t'Htk — S'k:

~j - I2s$4,
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ff = e* + V>V{\ + 2{0k
1
k¥) + itj€jfc!m(7

fc + s0k)0'6m,

det(D0) = det(i). (3.51)

3.7 Central charges for AT = 4

We define components J$ of the current superfield J^N\Z) by

jW = t p-(dN6 i'« flW 2»+'-«/2 J(N\Z). (3.52)

The SOPE J{N){Zj)J{N){Z2) is equivalent to the (anti)commutator algebra of the
component fields J$. Up to central terms this component algebra coincides with the
classical o(7V)-extended superconformal algebra (3.11). In this section we focus on
the algebra for JV = 4 which we denote by SCA(4). We introduce a real parameter
a and we define the following set of generators

L J + ( + l)

i)i

An = ^ c y w J J H . (3.53)

The (anti)commutator algebra of these generators is listed in table 3.3. The charges

ca, da are related to c, c' by

ca = c(l + 4a2) - 4QC', c'a = c' - 2ac. (3.54)

Notice that the (anti)comrnutators depend nontrivially on a, not only through the
value of the central charges but also through some of the structure constants. The
generators £-1,0,1, G'_1^2ii/2^ ^oJ s P a n a finite-dimensional subalgebra of SCA(4).
These subalgebras are not equivalent for different values of a; they are isomorphic
to the superalgebras .0(2/1; a — | ) occuring in Kac' classification [70,96] of simple
finite-dimensional superalgebras.
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ft

[Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Lm+n + ^ | (™ 3 -

,An] = {-m - n)Am+n --(m + l)6m+n

[G-m,AB] = i

- 6il6ik)m6m+n + p

= 0

[rj,,,AB] = o

[Am ,An] = |—tfm+B

Table 3.3. The conventional o(4)-extended superconformal algebra. The pa-
rameter a defines the generators Ln, G'n, Ttf, T'n and An as described in
(3.53).
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Box 3.2 N = 4 superconformal symmetry in de-
fected Ising quantum chains

In two recent papers [63,2] quantum Ising chain models with arbitrar-
ily placed defects have been solved exactly. At the bulk critical points
these models are conformally invariant if and only if the defects form a
commensurate structure. In [2] it is shown that the spectrum of such
a model consists of oscillator representations of the so(2n) affine Kac-
Moody algebra. For n > 2 the spectrum is irreducible with respect to a
fermionic extension of the so(2n) affine algebra which is a subalgebra of
the conventional o(4)-extended superconformal algebra.

The structure of the (anti)commutator algebra as listed in table 3.3 looks com-

plicated but it can quite easily be understood in the following way. The o(4) Kac-

Moody subalgebra is the sum of two commuting su(2) Kac-Moody algebras, corre-

sponding to the selfdual and anti-selfdual combinations of the generators T£, which

have level | (c + c') and |(c — c'), resp. The central extensions of the su(2) Kac-

Moody subalgebras both extend to the full superconformal algebra which explains

why SCA(4) admits two independent central extensions. The parameter a measures

the asymmetry between the occurences of the two stt(2) Kac-Moody subalgebras in

(anti)commutators involving odd generators. For a = ±^ one of the su(2) Kac-

Moody subalgebras together with the generators F'n, An decouple and we are left

with a sw(2)-extended N = 4 superconformal algebra, which was already described

in the original paper by Ademollo et al. [1].

For integrable highest weight representations of SCA(4) both |(c + c') and

|(c — c'), which occur as levels of su(2) Kac-Moody subalgebras, are necessarily

positive integers. This leads to the following set of allowed values for the central

charges c, c', ca, da

c = | ( n + + n_), ca = | ( 1 - 2a)2n+ + | ( 1 + 2a)2n_,
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c' = | ( n + - n_), c'a = | ( 1 - 2a)n+ - ~(1 + 2a)n.,

n + , n _ e Z > 0 . (3.55)

We expect that in physical models with O(4)-extended superconformal symmetry

the generators An are actually primary with respect to the Virasoro algebra, i.e.

that the coefficient da of the anomaly in [Lm, An] vanishes. This criterion leads to

the following quantization of the parameter a

lnn n + ) 7 l _ e Z > 0 (3.56)
I n+ + fi-

an d of the Virasoro central charge ca

ca{n+,n_)= n+U~ , n + , n_eZ > 0 . (3.57)
n+ + n_

Remarkably, the same quantization condition of the parameter a comes out of an

analysis of a classical Liouville-WZW <7-model based on the algebra SCA(4) ([69]).

For the symmetric case (n+ = n_,a = 0) the ca values (3.57) are the positive

multiples of 3. These values can all be realized by taking the tensor product of

copies of a basic c = 3 representation, which involves a real scalar field and four

Majorana fermions ([100]). The su(2)-extended algebra, which is obtained in the

limit n± —* oo, a —» ± | , allows multiples of 6 for its central charge. These can all be

realized in a linear free field representation. The representation theory for general

n+ and n_ was discussed recently in [62].



Chapter 4

Knizhnik-Bershadsky
superconformal operator algebras

4.1 Introduction

This chapter, which is based on [102], is devoted to a study of the so(Ar)-extended
superconformal operator algebras proposed by Knizhnik [82] and by Bershadsky
[10] in 1986. In section 1.4 we already mentioned that these symmetry algebras fall
outside the traditional class of finitely generated Lie superalgebras since in these
algebras the (anti)commutators of fundamental generators involve expressions that
are quadratic in these generators. We propose the term 'quadratic Lie superalgebra'
for algebras of this type.

It can be shown (see Box 4.1) that all conventional superconformal algebras
(see section 1.4) are either equivalent to or can be reduced to one of the Knizhnik-
Bershadsky (KB) superconformal algebras. This leaves the latter class as the more
fundamental. The search for superconformal algebras in the class of quadratic (or
multilinear) Lie superalgebras has up to now not been systematic, since both the
papers [82,10] assume a so(N) or u(N) affine subalgebra with supercurrents in the
fundamental representation. Here we will not address the issue of completely classi-
fying the superconformal algebras of this type, but instead focus on the so(N) KB
algebras and study in some detail the structure of their unitary representations.

In section 4.2 we recall the structure of the so(N) KB algebras. We point out
some parallels and differences with the current algebras of the SO(N) Wess-Zumino-
Witten (WZW) models.

In section 4.3 we address the representation theory of these algebras. The main
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issue here is to determine the spectrum of all possible so(N) representations and
conformal dimensions that can occur at a given level. This analysis leads to consis-
tency and typicality conditions which are reminiscent of the representation theory of
affine Kac-Moody algebras and finite-dimensional classical Lie superalgebras [70,66].
The typicality conditions distinguish between massless representations, where super-
symmetry is unbroken, and massive representations with broken supersymmetry.

In section 4.4 we show that so(AT)-extended KB superconformai symmetry (at
level 5 = 1) is realized in various models with N free Majorana fermions and a
single real boson.* This correspondence provides independent evidence for the re-
sults derived in section 4.3. Furthermore, it will allow us to determine explicitly the
characters and the supersymmetry indices of all representations at level S = 1. A
rather surprising new feature is the fact that in the Ramond sector the supersym-
inetry indices for the massless representations are not constants but nontrivial series
in q which transform nontrivially into each others under the aciion of the modular
group.

The appendix 4.5 reviews the structure theory of the so(N) Lie algebra that is
needed for our analysis.

4.2 Structure of the operator algebra

We briefly review the structure of the so(./V)-extended superconformai operator alge-

bra as it was given by Knizhnik [82] and Bershadsky[10]. The algebra is generated by

the stress-energy tensor T(z), the dimension-f supercurrents G'(z), i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N

and the dimension-1 currents Ja(z), a — 1,2, . . . , \N{N — 1), where the indices i

and a denote the vector and the adjoint representations of so(N), respectively. The

operator product algebra reads as follows

'(w) =

+ +
— wp (z — w)z (z — w)

G'H , d&jw)
+ +

f T T + T r
(z — w)2 (z -w)

(z - wY (z - w)

*In a recent paper [86] it is shown that representations with level S = k + 1, k = 1,2, . . . , can
be constructed by extending this free field system with a set of level k affine SO(N) currents.
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Box 4.1 Knizhnik-Bershadsky versus conven-
tional superconformal algebras [60]

The conventional u( 1 )-extended N = 2 algebra and su(2)-extended N =
4 algebra are equivalent to the so(2) and w(2) KB algebras, respectively.

The conventional so(3)-extended superconformal algebra can be reduced
to the so(3) KB algebra in the following way. Writing the generating
currents for the conventional JV = 3 algebra as T(z), G'(z), J'(z), T{z),
i = 1,2,3, (see [100,60]), we make the following nonlinear redefinitions
for the stress energy tensor T(z) and the supercurrent Gl(z)

(i) f(z) = T(Z) + i(r&r)(*), &{z) = G^Z) - ^(JT)(2).

These redefinitions are such that the free fermion T(z) decouples from
the other generators. The currents f(z), G'{z) and J'(z) satisfy the
operator product algebra of the so(3) KB superconformal algebra. In
this elimination the value of c is reduced with | , which is in accord with
the result that the unitary series for the conventional and the KB so(3)-
extended superconformal algebras are given by c = 3fc, k = 1,2,... and
c = 3fc — | , k = 1,2,..., respectively.

In an analogous way, one can eliminate the dimension-1 scalar field and
the 4 dimension-1 fermions from the conventional so(4)-extended algebra,
thereby reducing the value of c with 3. The resulting operator algebra,
which is quadratically nonlinear, is equivalent to the so(4) KB algebra.

(z — w)
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where <?• and /a6c satisfy

[«', *6] = fahctc, tr{tath) = - 2 £ a \

t'jtu = ^ i ~ SaSjk, rbcfahd = 2(̂ V - 2)6cd, (4.2)

and the tensor Xl^ is given by

n# = c,<mi + *LCi + 2 W . (4.3)

It was shown in [82,10] that this operator algebra is consistent if the constants

c, 5 , A", 7 are chosen as follows

1 65 + iV2 - 10
5 B A 5

J V - 4 1
^ V 3 ' 7 ~ 5 + W 3 ' ( 4 ]

leaving the level S as a freely adjustable parameter. (It will turn out that unitary

representations are possible only if S is a positive integer.)

From the current algebra (4.1) we can extract the (anti)commutator algebra of

the Fourier-modes Ln = f £-.T(z)zn+\ G[ = f£Gi{z)zr+i and 7« - f^j'{z)^,
where r £ Z + \ (Neveu-Schwarz sector) or r € Z (Ramond sector):

[Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Lm+n + — (m3 - m)<5m+n,

l-K(r - s^J^,

[Ja
mJb

n] = -Sm6«bSm+n + rb<JCm+n. (4.5)
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The main difference with the conventional N < 4 superconformal algebras is the

presence of a quadratic term in the anticommutator {G\.,G{}.

The algebra (4.5) can be viewed as a supersymmetric extension of the symmetry

algebra of the SO(N) WZW model, which is the semidirect product of the Virasoro

algebra and the so(N) affine Kac-Moody algebra [83,57]. In the analysis of the

WZW models a crucial role is played by the Sugawara relation, which expresses the

stress energy tensor T(z) in terms of the Kac-Moody currents Ja(z). In the present

case a similar relation holds:

8T(z) = i(G''G')(*) - 1^-^d(JaJa)(z). (4.6)

It can be derived from the operator algebra in a straightforward way. As a simple

check on (4.6) one can contract both sides is with T(w). Equating the central terms

(~ (z — w)~5) on both sides yields a relation among the constants c, B, 7 and 5

which is compatable with (4.4).

The 'Sugawara relation' (4.6) is not strong enough to fix the conformal dimension

h of a primary field <frh '(z) in terms of invariants of the so(N) representation (R)

carried by <f>\ [z). This can be understood by considering the action of LQ on a

highest-weight state | <f>h )

(4.7)

where we defined Q' = G' ± for the Ne/eu-Schwarz sector and Q' = G'o for the

Ramond sector; c^ is the eigenvalue of the quadratic Casimir operator for the repre-

sentation (R) defined by (Ta7"a)tJ = —cR8ij . Since the Q2-terms in (4.7) are always

positive, we obtain lower bounds for the dimension A of a primary field <f>[ , which

are 7 ^ ^ for the Neveu-Schwarz sector and ( j | + T^v^) f°r t n e Ramond sector,

respectively. However, since in general a highest-weight state is not annihilated by

all supercharges Q% simultaneously, the lowest possible values for the dimensions h

are actually higher than the values given above. Precise information on the values

of h that are allowed, which can not be extracted directly from (4.7), will be derived

in section 4.3.
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4.3 Representation theory

4.3.1 General considerations

In this section we study the representation theory of the algebras (4.5). We are

interested only in representations in which i-o is bounded from below, which are

traditionally called highest weight modules (HWM) (see section 1.2). We recall that

the algebra (4.5) can be viewed as a Lie superalgebra with the additional structure

that some of the generators can be expressed as normal-ordered products of others.

We are interested in representations (in the sense of Lie superalgebras) which respect

this extra structure, i.e. in representations p which preserve the form of the quadratic

terms in the algebra:

{p(CrT), P(Gi)} = | ( r 2 - l-)^Sr+s + 2^p(L)r+3 + \l<(r - s)t°3p( Ja)T+a

+yH"j(p(Ja)p(Jb))T+,. (4.8)

(Representations of this type are called 'normal-ordered vacuum representations' in

[78].)

In order to be able to define a highest-weight state we need to split the generators

of the algebra into 'positive' generators X+, 'Cartan subalgebra (CSA) generators'

A'0 and 'negative generators' X~. For the so(N) subalgebra we can of course use

the standard CSA and root-space decomposition, giving the basis H', E±a where

i labels the CSA generators (i = 1,2, . . . , [ y ] ) and a are the positive roots. For

the supercharges G we make a choice of basis which allows a natural split G', G"

(t,i = l , 2 , . . . , / ) forso(2Z) a n d G \ G\ G° {i,i = 1,2,.. . ,/) for so(2l + 1). Some of

the techniqualities involved in these definitions are gathered in the appendix 4.5.

The generators of the algebra are now organized as follows

(NS)
A • " n > o > . . . . . . ,

(NS)

(R)
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, J<_ (NS)
X- : H'n<0, E % 0 , E o a , L n < 0 , { " 2 (4.9)

' ^ [ G ° ] ( )

where the index / denotes i,i,[0]. Notice tha.t we have extended the algebra in

the Ramond sector by including an additional independent generator, which is the

fermion parity ( — 1)F denned by

[( - l ) F ,L n ] = 0, [(-l) r ,JB
a] = 0, {(-\f,Gr}=0. (4.10)

It is needed to keep track on the number of bosonic and fermionic states at each

level of the representations in the Ramond sector. (In the Neveu-Schwarz sector the

fermion parity operator can be expressed in the other generators.)

Using the above decomposition we can define a highest weight state \<f>l) , char-

acterized by a so(N) weight vector A and a conformal dimension h :

A' + | ^} = 0, ^ | ^ > = {A,ai)|^>, L0\ti) = h\<t>l), (4.H)

where < , > denotes the Cartan-Killing form on the dual CSA h* (see (4.64) for a

definition)). We are free to specify a bosonic ((—l)F = 1) or fermionic (( — l)F = —1)

highest-weight state.

In the Ramond sector the conditions A'+ | </>%) = 0 include G*o \ 4>fy = 0 and

Ea \(f>$) = 0. From these we can derive other conditions, such as

{GJ,GJ} \<&) = 0, [ES,(?0] |flt> = 0. (4.12)

However, by using the explicit form of the tensors tfj and Ylfj as described in the

appendix 4.5, one can show that (anti)commutators like the above do not generate

conditions which are not already contained in (4.11). This shows that the split (4.9)

and the ensuing definition of | <f>\) are, in fact, consistent

Starting from the highest-weight state | <j>\) we generate a free HWM (the so-

called Verma module M(h; A)) by repeatedly acting with the generators X~. Since

we are interested in the irreducible quotient modules L(h; A), we will always assume

that, if the Verma module contains null states, all submodules generated by these

null-states have been divided out. Employing the Dynkin-labeling for the so(N)
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weight A, defined by A = ICm,-/*,-, w e c a n characterize the highest-weight state |<j^),

and thereby the irreducible HWM, by the labels

(h\mi,m2,...,mi), li £ R, m,- £ Z>0, (4.13)

for so(2l), so{2l + 1). We will now discuss some restrictions on these labels which

follow from consistency and unitarity.

We recall that there is a natural way to define a nondegenerate contragredient

hermitian form H on L(h; A):

where A and B stand for arbitrary products of generators in the set X~ and hermi-

tian conjugation is defined by

L\ = L.n, {E"J = -EZa
n, (H'J = HLn, (<?,)* = G'_r, (6?)* = G°_r. (4.15)

We impose the condition that the representation L(h; A) is unitary, i.e. that the

form TC is positive definite. The positivity of ti, which makes L(h; A) into a Hilbert

space, is necessary for applications in the context of conformal field theory; it is

directly related to reflection-positivity, and thereby to unitarity in quantum field

theory ([51], see also section 1.2).

The first consequence of the requirement that H be positive is an integrability

condition on the labels (m<), which is well-known from the representation theory of

affine Kac-Moody algebras. It is formulated in terms of the label mo, defined by

(4.16)

(the 0% are the dual coxeter labels for the affine extension of so(N)), which is

associated with the isospin in the rootspace in the direction E^, where 6 is the

highest root of so(N). The condition reads

r n 0 e Z > 0 . (4.17)
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The necessity of this condition for applications in conformal field theory was stressed

in [57], where it is shown that conformal fields that belong to a non-integrable

representation vanish in theories that are invariant under affine current algebra.

In nonsupersymmetric theories, described by pure Kac-Moody current algebra,

the integrability condition (4.17) is sufficient to ensure the positivity of 7i (theorem

11.7 in [72]). In the present case there are additional restrictions, which are expressed

as conditions on the conformal dimension k. They will be derived in explicit form

in the subsections 4.3.2 (Neveu-Schwarz sector) and 4.3.3 (Ramond sector). In the

remainder of this subsection we shortly summarize the form of the restrictions and

we indicate some features of the allowed representations.

It will turn out that the requirement of unitarity leads to a condition of the form

h > h(S;m1,Tn2,.. .,m^), (4-18)

where h(S;m,i>...) is a function of the level S and the labels m,. In most cases

we are free to choose whether h saturates the lower bound h(S;rrii,...) or not,

but for a given level 5 there are some cases, corresponding to particular values of

the labels m<, where the dimension h is necessarily equal to the value h(S;mi,.. .)

(consistency conditions). In cases where we can choose whether h saturates its lower

bound or not, the condition h = h(S; mj,. . .) is properly called a typicality condition.

Similar conditions are well-known in the representation theory of finite-dimensional

Lie superalgebras [70,66] where they distinguish between atypical ('unbalanced')

and typical ('balanced') representations. In the context of physics it is convenient

to call representations which saturate the lower bound h = h(S;m,i,...) massless

and the others, with h > k(S;mi,...), massive. The use of this terminology was

motivated in a similar context in [41] by the observation that, in the limit that h

tends to h(S; rn1 : . . . ) , a massive representation decomposes into a sum of a finite

number of massless representations (a similar property holds in the present case).

In massive representations none of the supercharges in the set X~ annihilates the

highest-weight state, which means that supersymmetry is broken. In the Ramond

sector a massive representation has equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic states

at each mass-level. In massless representations at least on( of the supersymmetries

is unbroken (that is, at least one of the supercharges in the set X~ annihilates the

highest-weight state), such that a mismatch between the numbers of bosonic and

fermionic states can be expected. In all cases that had been expored previously, e.g.
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the conventional N = 1,2,4 superconformal algebras, this mismatch only occured

at the lowest mass-level. We shall see that in the present case the mismatch is much

more drastic: it occurs at all mass-levels simultaneously. As a consequence, the

supersymmetry index Trn(( — l)FgL<>~^*) for massless representations in the Ramond

sector is no longer a constant but a nontrivial powerseries in q.

4.3.2 Neveu-Schwarz sector

In this section we will first describe in some detail the situation for 7V=3 and later

on discuss the generalization to the other values for N.

For convenience we have listed the so(3) KB algebra for our choice of basis in

explicit form in the appendix 4.5. A highest-weight state | ^ ) in the Neveu-

Schwarz sector with dimension h and isospin m satisfies

L | j [ ( fH)v I, I J L ( m ) \ U I J L ( T T I ) \ IJ^( r 7 l)V / A 1 d\

0 | (p^ ) = tl | <?>/, / , JJO \<Ph I ~ I TTi / • \4 - iy ]

By applying EQ we generate the groundstate representation which has dimension

(m + 1). Since mo = 25 — m^ the integrability condition reads

m = l , 2 , . . . , 2 5 . (4.20)

The states of the second mass-level (Lo = h + | ) are obtained by applying G^lt
2

G°_L and G~x to the lowest level states. This results in 3(m + 1) states, which can
2 2

be organized in three so(3)-multiplets with highest-weight states

i+) = G!il^m)>,

with isospins m + 2, m and m — 2 respectively (the last one only exists for m > 2,

of course). The inner products of these states with themselves (they are mutually

'The factor of 2 in front of 5 is related to the fact that (so(3),level S) corresponds to (su(2),level
Jb = 2S) if the usual normalizations for the so— and su— series are adopted.
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orthogonal) are

<+ I +) = 2k- —,

2

We see that a necessary and sufficient condition for positivity of the form 7i up to

this level is given by

h > k(S;m) = j . (4.23)

Note that the difference of the critical value h{S; m) with the lower bound 7 ^J^-CR

for h, which we mentioned in section 4.2, is

0. (4.24)

Equality only holds for m = 0 or S = 5, m = 1, i.e. for those cases where all the

supercharges Q' annihilate the highest-weight state.

For 77i = 25 or m = 25 — 1 there is a consistency condition h = h(S;m), since

in those cases we have mo = 0 or 1 , such that

= 0 =» Gl{EUf |4m)) = 0 =* G*h |^
m)> = 0l

For m = 0 , 1 , . . . ,25 — 2 the condition h = h(S;m) is a typicality condition which

determines whether supersymmetry is broken or not.

For the KB algebras based on so(N) with N > 3 the analysis is similar. Let us

treat the generic odd so(2l + 1) (/ > 3) as an example. A highest-weight state is

now given by

I j("ii,m2i...,mj).

The integrability condition reads

m € Z>0 =» 5 - mi - 2m2 - . . . - 2m/_i - m, G Z>0. (4-25)
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In order to determine the function h(S; mu..., mi) we consider the mass-level h + ~.
The states | i) — G'_l | </>£} are the analogues of the state | +) for N = 3. Only one of
these, \i = 1) = G]_i |<^), is a so(2l + 1) highest weight state (it has Dynkin labels
(mi + 1, TTI2, . . . , mi)). We expect (the motivation for this expectation is discussed
below) that the form W is positive on the entire spectrum, once we make sure that
the inner product of the state \i = 1} with itself is positive. This inner product can
be computed by using the explicit expressions for the matrices tA, iA given in the
appendix 4.5. The result is

{ l | l ) = 2 / l - 2 7 c A - 4 7 ( 5 - l ) ( 2 / - l ) ( A , / / ! ) + 8 7 ( 2 / - l ) 2 ( ( A 1 / t l ) ) 2 , (4.26)

where //j is the first fundamental weight and C\ is the eigenvalue of the so(N)

quadratic Casimir operator in the representation A, given by

cA = 2(2/-l)(A,A + 26P), (4.27)

with 6p = | YLoctP a- This gives the following lower bound for the dimension h of a
highest weight state |<ĵ )

h(S; A) = 7 CA + 2 7 (S - 1)(2/ - 1){A,^) - 4 7 (2 / - 1)2((A, ^>) 2 - (4-28)

A consistency condition arises when mo = 0 since then

mo = 0 =*. E6_x | ^ > = 0 =» G\E9_X | ^ ) = 0 =»|i = l ) = 0 => fc

(^ is the highest root of so(2l + 1)). We checked that a similar reasoning based on

roots a ^ 9 does not give any conditions beyond those for m0 = 0.

In table 4.1 the dimension formulas h(S;X) and the consistency conditions for

the Neveu-Schwarz sector are listed for all so(N) KB algebras, N >3.

We conjecture that the representations obeying the conditions described above

and listed in table 4.1 are consistent and unitary. This conjecture is based on explicit

calculations for the lowest-lying mass levels, some of which were presented above.

Proving that the hermitian form Ti is actually positive and that our consistency con-

ditions are exhaustive, will probably require the full machinery of a well-developed

structure theory (compare with the proof for Kac-Moody algebra representations in
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so(3)

so(4)

so{5)

so(2l)

J > 3

so{2l+l)

l>2

h(S;X)

h{S;m) = \m

h(S\ raj, m2) —

\~fim,! - m2)
2 + i(mi + m2)

h(S;ml,m2) =

l-1(m
2
2+2m2) + \(2ml+m2)

fc(5;A) =

7CA + 4-y(S-l)({-l)<A,/ix)

-167(/-1)2({A,^))2

A(5;A) =

7CA + 27(5-l)(2/-l){A,^>

-47(2/-l)2((A,^))2

condition for h = h(S; A)

m = 25 or m = 25 - 1

nil = 5 or ???2 = 5

772] + 7712 — 5

m, + 2m2 + . . .

+2m(_2 -f mf_! + mt = 5

mj + 2m2 + . . .

2m;_i + rr?j = S

Table 4.1. Results of the representation theory for the Neveu-Schwarz sector
at level S. h(S; A) is the lower bound for the conformal dimension h of a
primary field with so(N) highest-weight A. In the right column conditions on
the Dynkin labels that imply h = h(S;\) are listed.
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[72]), which is far beyond the scope of the present analysis. Instead we present some

arguments in favour of the conjectured results.

A first argument is the close analogy of the present situation with the well-

developed representation theory for affine Kac-Moody algebras [72] and finite-dimen-

sional classical Lie superalgebras [70,66] and with the representation theory of the

conventional d«(2)-extended N = 4 superconfoi ;nal algebra, which has been devel-

oped recently [41,117,80]. For example, our expectation that the lower bound on

the allowed dimensions h can be found by considering the inner product of a single

well-chosen state with itself is completely analogous to the fact that the condition

mo 6 Z>o for affine Kac-Moody algebra representations can be found by considering

the inner product of the state that is generated from the highest-weight state by

E6_x with itself.

A second argument is the fact that, for the special case 5 = 1 , the results are

confirmed by the existence of a correspondence with free field models. This will be

demonstrated in section 4.4, where we will show that the so(N) KB algebras act in

a natural way on the Hilbert space of certain free field models. This observation will

allow us to check our S = 1 results (both for the Neveu-Schwarz and the Ramond

sector) and to extend them to new results such as explicit expressions for characters

and supersymmetry indices.

4.3.3 Ramond sector

A highest-weight state for the so(3) KB algebra in the Ramond sector satisfies

Ho |^m )> = j | ^ m ) >, (-If |<Aim)) = ± k i m ) ) , (4.29)

with the set X+ defined as in (4.9). The integrability condition is the same as in

the Neveu-Schwarz sector:

The groundstate representation is generated from | 4>^) by applying EQ, G% and

Go- It decomposes into four so(3)-multiplets with highest-weight states
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10) = G°0\4>lm)),

!-} = G0--^0-Gg|4m)),

|0-> = G o - G S - ^ ( - ^ + fc-7(|)2)^o-|^m)>, (4-30)

having isospin m, m, in — 2 and m — 2, respectively. The inner products of these

highest-weight states with themselves (they are all orthonal) are

The condition on /t in order that all these inner products are positive is clearly

h > A(S;m) = ^ + 7 ( ^ ) 2 . (4.32)

Consistency conditions arise for m = 0 or 25:

m = 0,25 => h = h(S;m).

For the other isospins m the condition h = k(S; m) is a typicality condition which

determines whether supersymmetry is broken or not. If supersymmetry is broken

the groundstate has 2m bosonic and 2m fermionic states; the numbers of bosonic

and fermionic states are balanced at all mass-levels. If supersymmetry is unbroken

the groundstate has (m + 1) bosonic and (m — 1) fermionic states. In section 4.4

we will determine the supersymmetry indices for the massless representations in the

Ramond sector for 5 = 1 (having m = 0,1 or 2). It will turn out that in those cases

the balance between the numbers of bosonic and fermionic states is broken at all

mass-levels simultaneously.

The Ramond sectors of the other {N > 3) so(N) KB algebras are treated simi-

larly; here we present the case of generic odd so(2l + 1), (I > 3) as an example. The
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integrability condition for the labels (m,) for a highest-weight state |^im>-m2--m ' '^

is the same as in the Neveu-Schwarz sector (see (4.25)). There are now (/ -f 1)

supercharges G^, G'o, i = 1,2, • • • , / , acting on the highest-weight state. The lower

bound on h can be found by considering the state |0) = GQ Ifth)- From

0 < (0|0)

= \-h - icx + if (21 - l)(\, (it) (4.33)

we deduce

h > h(S; A) = ^ + 7 cA - 4 7 (2/ - 1)(A, ,„}. (4.34)
lo

Consistency conditions arise when m; = 0.

For the KB algebras based on so(2l), I > 2, the charge GJ is absent; the bound

is here determined through the state \I) = Gl
0 \<f>^) by the requirement 0 < (/ | / } .

Consistency conditions arise when m^i = 0 or m; = 0. In table 4.2 the results for

the Ramond sector for all N > 3 are listed.

We refer to the previous subsection for a discussion on the status of the results

collected in the tables 4.1 and 4.2.

4.4 Theories at level 5 = 1

4.4.1 Correspondence with free field models

In this section we focus on the case 5 = 1. This is the lowest level, corresponding

to the smallest possible value of the central charge c of the Virasoro algebra, where

we expect unitary representations to exist.* For S = 1 the central charge takes the

value

- —

which suggests an interpretation of S = 1 models in terms of N free fermions and a

single boson. Indeed, starting from a set of N Majorana fermions x%(z)i

'For N = 3 there is the possibility to have 5 = | , c = 1. It can be shown that in this case the
supercurrents G*, i = 1, 2, 3 , all act trivially. As a consequence, the symmetry algebra reduces
to su(2) i = 1 and the stress-energy tensor has the Sugawara form. The unique model realizing this
symmetry has two primary fields of dimension 0, j , respectively.
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so(3)

so{5)

so(2l)

so(2l+\)

h(S;

h(S;

h(S;

h(S;

lt>

16 "

A)

7711. TO2) ==

+ J7(TTII -

771], 7772) =

+ l(™\ +

A) =

7 ( ' - l ) 2 ( {

+ icx - 4-

+ 77^71

- m 2 ) + -7(7711

1 277iim2 + 2m,2 +

y ( / - l ) ( A , / x , -

A, A,})2

+ m 2 )

2mi + m2)

W

condition for

m = 0 or

7711 = 0 OI

m2 =

h =

m =

m-2

= 0

/7Z(_] = 0 or mi

mi == 0

h(S;X)

2S

= 0

= 0

Table 4.2. Results of the representation theory for the Ramond sector at level
5. h(S; A) is the lower bound for the conformal dimension h of a primary field
with so(N) highest-weight A. In the right column conditions on the Dynkin
labels that imply h = h(S; A) are listed.
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i = 1,2,. . . , TV, and a real boson <p(z), satisfying

) = + . . .

""• can construct the following currents

(4.35)

(4-36)

which satisfy the operator product algebra (4.1) with 5 = 1 , 7 = 2(N-2) »

iJ = 1 and c = Y + 1. In establishing this result we used the identity

II°f (JaJb)(z) = (N-2) (dxY + 0*V + 2^xe«Xc) («), (4.37)

which can for example be checked by using the lemmas for rearranging normal-

ordered expressions of appendix A of [3].

The full su(N) KB superconformal algebra is the sum of two copies of the chiral

algebra (4.5), which correspond to the coordinates z, z respectively. In the Ramond

sector of these algebras we included the extra generators (—1)F and (—l)F. In the

free field Hilbert space they can be represented by

(-if = ^ ( - l ) * * , ( - 1 ) F = V(-1)NB, (4.38)

where V and V are operators that change the sign of the bosonic momenta p, p

respectively,

and NB and N-g are the number operators for the bosonic oscillators an, an, n ^ 0.

We can conclude from the above that the Hilbert-space of a free field theory with

one boson and N so( /V)-symmetric fermions decomposes as a sum of representations

of the full so(N) KE superconformal algebra. In the next subsection make this
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singlet

spinor

vector

NS

h>

h =

h =

0

N±l
16

I
2

R

h =

h>

/t =

J.
16

K
16

±
16

Table 4.3. Results for the conformal iimension h for the representations
occuring at level 5 = 1 . Only the singlet in the Neveu-Schwarz sector and the
spinor in the Ramond sector can be massive, all the other representations are
necessarily massless, i.e. have supersymmetry unbroken.

correspondence more explicit by rewriting the partition functions of several free
field models at c = y + 1 in terms of characters of representations at S = 1 of the
so(N) KB algebras. It is instructive to work out the relation with free field .nodels
in some detail, since it provides independent evidence for some of the conjectured
results of section 4.3: in particular, it shows that, at level 5 = 1 , the dimension
formulas, the consistency conditions and the claim that the hermitian form H is
positive, are correct. Furthermore, it provides an illustrative example of how the
modular group acts on characters and indices of representations of the so(N) KB
algebras and how massless and massive representations are combined in the Hilbert
space of a physical model. These results can be helpful as a guiding example for the
treatment of the levels S > 1, where the correspondence with free field models does
not exist.

4.4.2 Determination of characters and indices

The results we find when we apply the representation theory of section 4.3 to the

representations at level 5 = 1, are HstH in table 4.3. We introduce the following

notations for the various characters that we will need as building blocks for the

partition functions of theories defined on a torus with modular parameter q = e2mT.

Depending on the choice for the boundary conditions along the two independent

cycles around the torus we have four characters

X
NS =
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XNS = xi+,-)=TrNS{T(-l)F),

X
R = X(-.+) = TrR(T) ,

X* = X(-,-) = TrR(T(-l)F), (4.39)

where T = q(~ii+L°'>. The S0( TV ̂ representations that are possible at S = 1 will

be denoted by subscripts (i,s,c,v) for so(2l) or (i,s,v) for so(2l + 1). Massive

characters have an extra parameter h and carry a • to distinguish them from their

massless counterparts.

We have not attempted to compute in a systematic way the characters of ar-

bitrary representations. (Notice that for the conventional ,stz(2)-extended N = 4

superconformal algebra, which is similar to the so(3) KB algebra, the characters

and some of their properties have been determined recently [41].) However, for

5 = 1 the correspondence with free field models comes at our help and we can quite

easily determine the characters explicitly.

We start from the observation of the previous subsection that the Hilbert space of

a free field theory with one real boson and N Majorana fermions, where the fermions

have boundary conditions that respect the so(N) symmetry, can be decomposed as

a sum of representations of the full so(N) KB superconformal algebra, which is the

sum of two copies of the chiral algebra (4.5). As a consequence, the partition function

of such a theory is of the form Z = J^tj XiXl i where /, / denote the various labels

for S = 1 representations that were indicated above. As an example, we consider

the partition function describing the tensor product of a bosonic field compactified

on a circle of radius R and N so(iV)-symmetric fermions, which is ([33])

where

n=l

n=l
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and

{ i ^ i } (4.42)

It is easy to check that, for generic values of R, the (p,p) = (0,0) part of this sum
is itself an expression of the form J2i,I XiXi • This observation, together with an
explicit inspection of the lowest-lying mass-levels, suggests that the characters are
given by the following expressions

( 4 .4 3 )

The (p, p) = (0,0) terms in Z are then written as

\ hr +X?S I2 + | I*?* + X.WS I2 + Ixf I2 +(s -» c). (4.44)

Rere and in the following it is understood that the (s —* c)-terms are only present
'or even values of N.

For generic values of R the states in the Hilbert-space described by the other
terms in (4.40) correspond to massive representations of the so(N) KB algebra. The
part of Z corresponding to the Neveu-Schwarz sector is

<?**&?) + (X^ x), (4-45)

where

. "-""-"+g"j)*. (4.46)

The contributions to Z of the Ramond sector can be written in the following form

(\ + \2)'"{J6 + \f) + {3^ C)) + {X -* *}'
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where

) , n > O , m £ Z or n = 0 , m > 0 ) |

contains only one of each pair (p,p), {—p,—p) (notice ihat states with opposite

bosonic momenta p, —p occur in the same irreducible representation of the (ex-

tended) chiral Ramond algebra). We included the (x —* x) terms, which are iden-

tically zero for massive representations, to indicate the presence of a projection on

states with (—1)F+F = 1 (a similar projection is present in the Neveu-Schwarz sec-

tor). The character formula for a massive spinor representation in the Ramond

sector is
„.„ n°° (\ -i_ s,n\N

We notice the following 'decomposition formulas' for massive characters in the

massless limit, where the conformal dimension h approaches the v:.!:ie h(S; A)

2 X * . (4.49)

In the above model the projection on (—1)F 'rF = 1 is not realized in the massless

part of the Ramond sector of the Hilbert space. Furthermore, not all representations

that are allowed at level 5 = 1 do actually occur. In this sense the partition function

(4.40) should be viewed as an 'exceptional' modular invariant of the so(N) KB

superconformal algebra.

It is not hard to find out what the characters are for the representations that do

not occur in the partition function (4.40). Let us first consider the xft-characters,

which are supersymmetry indices for the massless representations in the Ramond

sector. It follows from the expression (4.38) for (—1)*" that the character x^c can be

obtained from x*c by flipping the sign of the contributions of the bosonic oscillators

in the free field representation:

n = l

In conventional superconformal theories the indices xR are constant and thus mod-

ular invariant, but the character (4.50) is in a 3-dimensional representation of the
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modular group. The other elements of this representation can be identified as the

indices of the other massless representations in the Ramond sector at level 5 = 1 :

l+qn-i)N-\ (4.51)
n=l

These indices can be combined into a modular invariant combination

Z, =\X« + X* I2 + \X? - X? I2 + Ixf I2 + (* - c). (4.52)

The remaining massless characters are in a 6-dimensional representation of the

modular group. We list their expressions:

n_xn =
l "

X"c

(4.53)

The modular invariant that can be formed from these characters reads

+ I x f - X f | 2 + Ixf + Xf|2- (4.54)

This completes the list of characters of all possible representations at level 5 = 1 .
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We should emphasize that our derivations of the above results are not rigorous;

in principle there is room for extra massive characters on the left hand side of some

of the character formulas. For example, from our arguments we cannot exclude

the possibility that there are extra terms \i '*C0> where k is some large positive

integer, on the left hand side of the first line of (4.43). Although we have no proof

for this, we think it highly unlikely that such terms will actually occur; for N — 3

we checked that our expressions are correct for all levels up to <f. As an aside, we

note that the expressions (4.46) and (4.48) for the massive characters at level 5 = 1

are similar to the expressions for the level-1 massive characters of the conventional

su(2)-extended N = 4 superconformal algebra presented in [41].

Having found all characters we can easily recognize other free field models with

Af-extended superconformal symmetry. A model which is very natural from the

point of view of the superconformal structure is the model where the projection

( -\)F+F = 1 is realized for all states. Its partition function is given by

Z = ^

= \ (x?sx?s + x?xf + (* - c) + X.OTx»s) + (*->*)

?X? + X?SX?S + (s-*c) + tfx?) + (X - X)

Notice that the representations (s,c)^s, (i)ft and (V)R occur with multiplicity two

in (4.55).

It can be checked that Z decomposes as (we use the notations of [33])

1.56)

It describes the tensor product of a c = 1 Z2 orbifold model of radius R with

so(N)-symmetric fermions.

By applying continuous deformations (R —* R + 6R) or modding out discrete
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symmetries we can construct many more free field models with jV-extended super-

conformal symmetry. For examole the partition function

Z=l- (Z{R) -Z2 + Z3) (4.57)

describes another 'spin-model', having (—1)F+F = —1 in the Ramond sector, which
does not factorize as a simple tensor product (boson)igi(fermions). We expect that
the moduli space of all AT-extended superconformal models a t S = l , c = y + l
is, qualitatively, very similar to the c = 1 picture for ordinary superconformal the-
ories as described in [37], i.e. that it consists of 1-parameter families of theories,
interconnected at multicritical points that occur for special values of the parameter
R.

4.5 Appendix

Before we specify our choice of basis for the matrices of the adjoint representation
of so(N) we recall some of the structure theory. We adopt the conventions of [113],
pages 297-305.

We use a basis {e1} for the vector representation of so(N) which is givAl by

so{2l).
so(2l + 1) (4.58)

where i,i = 1,2,...,/. The Cartan subalgebra (CSA) h is spanned by the matrices

Eu-E^, t = 1,2 /, (4.59)

for so(2l), so(2l + 1). The linear functions XT, r = 1,2,..., /, defined by

K{Ea - En) = Sri , (4.60)

form a basis for the dual CSA h*. The root systems are given by

simple roots S

so(2l) : a , = A,-A,+i i ± I,
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a, = Aj,

so{2l + 1) : a; = A, - A,-+1 i ^ I,

a/ = A/_i + A;, (4-61)

positive roots P

so(2l) : Xi-Xj, Xp~XQ,

so(2l + l) : A , -A , , A p - A , , Ar, (4.62)

where 1 < i < j < I, 1 < p < q < /, 1 < r < I,

highest root 9

so(2l), 5o(2/+1) : <9 = Ai+A2. (4.63)

The Cartan-Killing form < , > on the dual CSA h* is given as

so{2l) : < XuXj >= ,

so{2l + 1) : < A , - , A j > = o / o f , . . (4.64)

(Notice that in these conventions the long roots for so(2l), so(2l + 1 ) have length-

squared 2(i~n> 5JZT> respectively.) The fundamental weights fit are defined through

< m,aj >= - < aj,ctj > 8ij. (4.65)

To the elements a; G h", m 6 hm, we can associate elements Hai, Hm of the CSA

through the identification

X(Hai) = <X,at>,

X(Hm) = <X,(ii>, VXeh*. (4.66)

We now define a basis tA = t',ta, t~a and a dual basis iA — V, t~a, ta for the matrices

of the adjoint representation of so{N), such that

tr(tAtB) = -26AB. (4.67)
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so(2l):

t< = Hai,

? = -16(/-l)2#Ml,

a = Xi — Xj : ta = J5y — £"jT,

r ° = - ^ i + Ejj,

o = Ap — A, : ta = £Pg — £ 7 p ,

r° = Epq-Eqp, (4.68)

5o(2/ + 1):

f« = - 4 ( 2 / - l ) 2 ^ , i*l,

I' = - 8 ( 2 / - l ) 2 ^ , ,

a = A,- - Xj : <Q = £?y - E&

t~a = -Eji + Eij,

a = Xp — Xq : ta = Epq — Eqp,

t~a = EPq - Eq-p,

a = Ar : ta = £Of — &ro,

r = Ear-En. (4.69)

With respect to the bases e7, <£j we define current components G'(z), G'(z),

t = i

J{z) = ^2.Hi(z)ti+n£(Ea(z)t-a + E-a(z)ta). (4.70)

The commutator algebra (4.5) is covariant under this change of bases, provided we

write the anticommutator {G*r,G
3

a} in the covariant form {(G'_r)t,G{}.
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As an example, we list the nonzero (anti)commutators of the so(3) KB algebra in

explicit form (for this case we slightly adapt our notation: G'=I —* £7+, G'=1 —» G~,

//1=1 -> H, £ ± Q -» E±)

T
Gf) -

-Sm6m+n,

± 2 "»+>•'

{G°r,G°s} = j(r* -\)6T+s + 2Lr+,-8i(HH)T+3. (4.71)

For general N the algebra has a similar form; the troublesome 'IUJ'-term in the
{G,G} anticommutator is expressed as a sum of terms of the form H'H>, E±aH',
E±aE±/}, which can easily be evaluated in a given highest-weight module.



Chapter 5

BRST charge for extended
Virasoro algebras

5.1 Introduction

In 1974 Becchi, Rouet and Stora [8] and Tyutin [111] proposed an elegant scheme
for the covariant quantization of gauge theories. In a more general context this
scheme provides a convenient way to treat mechanical systems, classical or quantum-
mechanical, that are subjected to constraints. In the BRST scheme a predominant
role is played by the so-called BRST operator Q, which is nilpotent in a consistent
theory.

In 1983 the BRST scheme was applied to the quantization of (bosonic) string
theories by Kato and Ogawa [76]. They showed that BRST quantization can be
used to derive in an elegant way the critical dimensionality D = 26 of the string
target-space and the mass of its ground state. In string theory, BRST quantization
leads to an explicit identification of the physical string states and it neatly explains
the decoupling of so-called spurious states (see [61] for a pedagogic treatment).

The BRST scheme for the implementation of constraints, both in classical and
quantum-mechanical systems, can be cast in a purely algebraic form which depends
exclusively on the algebra obeyed by the constraints. In the classical case this algebra
is given in terms of Poisson or Dirac brackets; for quantum-mechanical systems it
takes the form of a commutator algebra. The construction of a nilpotent BRST
charge for classical systems is completely understood, both for linear and nonlinear
constraint algebras [47]. In the quantum-mechanical case, which is more subtle, only
special systems have been treated.
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One of the complications that arise in the construction of quantum BRST charges

is related to the possible presence of anomalous terms in quantum constraint alge-

bras. Such terms correspond to violations of classical symmetries at the quantum

level. In the case where the anomalies take the form of central terms in the algebra,

the quantum BRST charge Q can be made nilpotent only if the coefficients of the

central terms are tuned to special critical values. The prototype example for this

is the Virasoro algebra where nilpotency of the BRST charge leads to the critical

space-time dimension D = 26 in bosonic string theory [76]. Also for Kac-Moody

Lie algebras ai;d for some extended conformal algebras that are Lie (super)algebras

the critical central charges are known (see table 5.1); the construction of the corre-

sponding nilpotent BRST charges has been discussed in the literature [65,77,26].

A more serious complication arises when one tries to construct quantum BRST

charges for algebras that fall outside the traditional class of finitely generated Lie

(super)algebras. Important examples for this are the extended bosonic algebrar

(Casimir algebras) that were presented in chapter 2 and the Knizhnik-Bershadsky

(KB) superconformal algebras discussed in chapter 4. In this chapter* we study

the BRST construction for these algebras, which is of vital importance for a better

understanding of the corresponding string theories (W strings or iV-extended super-

strings, respectively). It will turn out that the nonlinear character of the constraint

algebras induces important modifications in the expression for the nilpotent BRST

charge. We will not be able to treat the general nonlinear case; instead we present

explicit results for a class of quadratically nonlinear extensions of the Virasoro alge-

bra, which contains the spin-3 algebra and the Knizhnik-Bershadsky superconformal

algebras as important examples.

Our interest in the present subject was triggered by the results of Thierry-Mieg

[110], who studied the BRST construction for the spin-3 algebra (1.36) and showed

that a nilpotent BRST charge can be constructed for c = 100. The major goal of

our study was to better understand the construction of [110] and to extend it to

more general algebras.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 we define the algebras

that we will be working with and we derive some of their properties. Section 5.3

describes the construction of a nilpotent BRST charge Q for the classical version

"The results described in this chapter were obtained in collaboration with A. Sevrin and P. van
Nieuwenhuizen [103].
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Algebra

Virasoro algebra

conventional TV = 1 superconformal

conventional TV = 2 superconformal

conventional TV = 3 superconformal

conventional TV = 4 superconformal

(so(4)-extended)

conventional TV = 4 superconformal

(su(2)-extended)

so(TV) KB superconformal

u(TV) KB superconformal

su(N) Casimir algebra (TV > 3)

so(2N) Casimir algebra (TV > 2)

E6, £V, Es Casimir algebra

ccrit

26

15

6

0

0

- 1 2

TV2 - 12TV + 26

2(TV-1)(2TV2 + 2TV + 1)

2TV(8TV2 - 12TV + 5)

3756, 9590, 29776

Table 5.1. Critical central charges ccrit for extended Virasoro algebras. The
values for the Virasoro algebra, the conventional and Knizhnik-Bershadsky
(KB) superconformal algebras and the su(3) Casimir algebra follow from the
eq. (5.33) derived in this chapter. The values for the other Casimir algebras
are based on a conjecture which was motivated in [3].
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of these algebras. In section 5.4 we deduce the conditions for the existence of a

nilpotent BRST charge Q at the quantum level. In section 5.5 we apply our results

to the spin-3 algebra and to the so(N) and u(N) KB superconformal algebras.

Finally, in section 5.6 we summarize our results and briefly discuss cohomology and

possible applications to string theory. Technical details of some of the calculations

are given in the appendix 5.7.

5.2 Structure of the algebras

In this section we focus on a special class of quadratic extensions of the Virasoro al-

gebra. We will consider bosonic algebras; the extension to superalgebras is straight-

forward. Although our main interest is in the quantum-mechanical version of these

algebras, we will first treat the classical case. We include the classical analysis in

our presentation because in section 5.4 we will obtain the quantum BRST charge

by suitably modifying the classical expression.

The constraint algebras are defined in terms of a set of generators {Ta}. It will be

assumed that the generators Ta and their symmetric products are all independent.

We consider algebras that are extensions of the Virasoro algebra; correspondingly,

the set {Ta} contains the generators Ln, which generate a Virasoro subalgebra.

In the classical case the generators Ta are functions of the phase-space variables.

We make the assumption that the constraint algebra is quadratically nonlinear, i.e.

that the Poisson or Dirac brackets take the following form

{Ta, Th) = U CTC + Va?TdTc, (5.1)

where fab
c and V** are constant tensors. Furthermore, we assume that the set {Ta}

splits into a set {Hi}, which generates a Lie subalgebra, and a remaining set {Sa},

such that

{Hi, H}} = fij Hk,

{Hi,Sa} = fjHj + fi^Sp,

{Sa,S0} = fap'Hi + fa^S^ + V^HjHi. (5.2)

Of course, the Virasoro generators are contained in the set {//,}. There is no

ordering ambiguity in the last term in (5.2) since the generators commute at the
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classical level. The Jacobi identities corresponding to (5.1), (5.2) read

/[at fc]d' ~ 0?

+ fa'Vg = 0,

V&'Vff = 0- (S-3)
The last Jacobi identity in (5.3) is trivial in our case since, according to (5.2),

any contraction of two V symbols vanishes. From (5.3) it follows that / o j , c are the

structure constants of a Lie algebra.

Before we come to the definition of the quantum constraint algebras, we have

to specify our conventions for the normal-ordered product, denoted as (T^Tj,), of

two generators Ta and Tj, which no longer commute in the quantum-mechanical

case. We first remark that the generators of an extended Virasoro algebra carry an

index n which take values in the integers (in the case of superalgebras half-integer

valued indices occur). In our notation these Virasoro indices are hidden in the

indices a,b,..., which have the general form a = {Xn),b = (Ym),... (cfr. section

5.5). The generators An are related to a chiral current A(z) through the mode

expansion A(z) = YiAnz~n~iA, where j A is the conformal dimension of A(z). The

commutation relations of the generators An with the Virasoro generators Lm, which

follow directly from (1.20), are given by

[ i »A] = {UA -\)m- n}Am+n. (5.4)

The prescription for the normal-ordered product of two generators Am and Bn is a

direct consequence of the prescription (2.4) for the normal-ordered product (AB)(z)

of the currents A{w) and B(z). By inserting the mode expansions for A(w) and

B(z) in (2.4) we derive

AmBn if m < -jA

(AmBn) = { (5.5)
BnAm if m > -jA.

These cases will be denoted by Am<Bn and BnAm>, respectively.

The quantum nonlinear algebras are now defined by the commutation relation

[Ta, 7i] = h^I + fab
 CTC + Vai(TcTd), (5.6)
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where the central charge generator / commutes with all other generators Ta, and hat,

is a constant tensor. Without loss of generality we can assume that Vj$ is symmetric

in (cd) as the antisymmetric part can be removed by redefining the fa\,
c. We shall

again require that the components V^0 are the only nonvanishing components of V.

Before evaluating the Jacobi identities for the quantum algebra we introduce an

operator Ha&c which measures the nonassociativity of the normal-ordered product

(5.5)

Eabc = \{TaTb),Tc) - (Ta[Tb,Tc}) - ([Ta,Tc]Tk). (5.7)

This operator takes the following form

^•abc = fl^tyb — (><)

(5.8)

The notation A<B> — (><) indicates the combination A<B> — A>B<. The identity

A>B — AB> = A>B< — i4<5> was used several times for combining terms into

commutators. Due to the index structure of V^, it is clear that "Ea.bc contains terms

with at most two T generators. For evaluating the Jacohi identities we wiU on\y
need the case that the indices a, b of E lie in the ^-sector. In this case E simplifies
further to

where

Hyc = fisc'ht* - ( > < ) , (5-10)

- ( > < ) • (5.11)

se indic

greater than minus the conformal dimension j a of Ta.

We recall that the notation Ta> refers to those indices whose Virasoro index n is
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The Jacobi identities for the quantum algebra yield

fab dhdc + VgEcdc + (cyclic in abc) = 0, (5.12)

fab dfdc3 + W°*hdc + V;?Zcdc' + (cyclic in abc) = 0, (5.13)

fab dVd1 + Vabfdcf + Vdlfdc
 e + (cyclic in abc) = 0. (5.14)

Perhaps the simplest nontrivial exarhple of an algebra of the type described above

is the spin-3 or W^ algebra introduced by Zamolodchikov in [118]. The Poisson

brackets for its classical version read

{Lm,Ln} = (m-n)Lm+n,

{Lm,Wn} = (2m-n)Wm+n,

{Wm,Wn} = {m-n)(LL)m+n, (5.15)

where we defined (LL)n = X)p+()=n (LvLq). In this example, the Virasoso generators

Lm span the subalgebra, while the generators Wm form the set {Sa}. In [85,108],

where completely integrable systems generalizing the so-called KdV hierarchy are

studied, a slightly different version of this algebra is obtained. This version includes

a central extension hai,, which, due to the nonlinearity, induces certain changes in

the structure constants /<,&c and V$. However, the BRST construction for classical

algebras, which we will discuss in the next section, works only for classical algebras

without central extension.

The commutation relations for the quantum spin-3 algebra are given byf

[Lm, Ln] = — m{m2 - l)6m+n + (m - n)Lm+n,

\Lm,Wn\ = (2m-n)Wm+n,

{Wm,Wn} = ^m(m2 - l)(m2 - 4)6m+n<0

+(m - n) | ^ ( m + n + 3)(ro + n + 2) - ^(m + 2)(n + 2) J Lm+n

+0(m - n)Am+n, • (5.16)

deviation of the expression (5.16)-(5.17) from the expression in Zamolodchikov's original
paper [118] is due to a difference in normal-ordering convention.
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where

- n I n ) - jjj(m + 3)(m + 2)Lm, (5.17)

and the coefficient 0 is given in (1.38). This commutator algebra can be derived in

a straightforward way from the operator product algebra (1.36).

Other examples that we will treat are the Knizhnik-Bershadsky so(7V)-extended

superconformal algebras, which were studied in chapter 4. We will find that, sur-

prisingly, the analogous u(Ar)-extended algebras do not allow the construction of a

nilpotent BRST charge.

5.3 The classical BRST charge

There exists an algorithm for the construction of a nilpotent BRST charge for general

classical Lie algebras, linear or nonlinear, due to Fradkin and Fradkina [47]. In this

section we apply this algorithm to the classical quadratically nonlinear algebras that

we defined in 5.2. We treat the formalism for bosonic algebras; the extension to

superalgebras is obtained as a straightforward generalization. For a comprehensive

review of the classical BRST formalism, see [64].

For each generator Ta, we introduce an anticommuting ghost c" and antighost

ca. They satisfy the bracket relations

{ca,cb} = {ca,cb} = 0, {c°,c6} = {cb,c
a} = 6a

b,

K , n } = {ca,T(>} = 0. (5.18)

We do not introduce separate ghosts and antighosts for the quadratic elements Ta7j

in the algebra because the corresponding constraints are automatically satisfied at

the classical level [31].

The BRST charge Q satisfying {Q, Q} = 0 is given by

Q = £ ( - ) n c 6 n + 1 • • • ̂  u{n)n:z, *.„••• *.. • (5-i9)
n=0

The structure functions U^n\ which are expressed in the generators Ta, can be

derived by using the Jacobi identities, and identities derived from these. For each

n, one first determines an auxiliary function D^n\ which is totally antisymmetric
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in upper indices and lower indices and which vanishes when contracted with the

generators Ta

n(n)a,...an rp — (\

..on _ / _ i i \ / • / ( B + 1 ) O I - . . O , , + I rp ,f. „«•>

Given £><">, one obtains Z?<n+1), and hence {/<n+2>, by evaluating the bracket {D<n> -

(n + l)t/ 'n+I ' !r, Tt,n+3} and antisymmetrizing in all b indices. The general expression

for Z>(n) reads as follows

£)(n)ai...an _

£ V ^ / \ n p + l f r|(p+l)ai..-Op rj(n-p)ap+i-On 1
O * *» / \ 6j...6p+l' ^p+2»"^n+2J
^p=o

n-1
i Y^C_1nP+n(D 4. i iCn _ D - i - I ) [ / (p+l ) ' 1 ! -^* f/(«-p) «P+I—«n

p=0

In our case, the first three structure-functions read

U{\ = 71,,

= 0. (5.22)

Using (5.21) it can easily be checked that the only further non vanishing structure

function is £/(3)

rr(3)ojoja3 T/Pal I/9a2 /O3

The resulting expression for Q reads as follows

(9 — r"T — -f L
cr rarh — -VcdT ricach

^ c V . (5.24)

One may directly verify that Q is nilpotent by using the fact that the tensor
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is completely antisymmetric in the upper indices (rst) (this follows from repeated

application of the second identity in (5.3). The first three terms of Q produce a

6-(anti)ghost term in Q2 which is canceled by the bracket of the first and last term

in Q. Terms with 12 (anti)ghost are absent in Q2 due to the special form of V and

the 8-(anti)ghost terms cancel due to (5.25).

5.4 The quantum BRST charge

In this section we discuss the construction of a nilpotent BRST charge for quantum-

mechanical constraint algebras that are extended Virasoro algebras of the form (5.6).

There does not seem to exist a general algorithm for the construction of quantum-

mechanical BRST charges. Our strategy will be to use the classical BRST charge

(5.24) as a starting point and make modifications where they appear necessary. As

in the previous section, we only discuss bosonic algebras; the adaptations required

for superalgebras are easily obtained.

Before we come to the construction of Q we discuss some properties of the

(anti)ghost fields. For a generator Tm of conformal dimension j one introduces ghost

modes cm of dimension (1 — _;') and antighost modes cm of dimension j satisfying

[cm,cn}+ = 8m+nfl, We will use the notation cm = c_m, which leads to [cm, cn]+ = 6™.

The normal-ordering defined in (5.5) for co and cb, yields the following result for ca

and c/,

-ylx\ (5.26)

where the symbols > and < refer again to the Virasoro index n. Explicitly, a>

stands for n > —j and a< stands for n < —j, both for c" and ca. Note that (—l)ffW ;

is +1 or —1 if the expression X is bosonic or fermionic, respectively. :

We are now ready to tackle the construction of the quantum BRST charge. As an J

ansatz, we make a 'minimal' change in the classical BRST charge (5.24) by replacing |

the constants fab
c and V^ by new constants Fab

c and W$ which depend on fab
c, k-'

V£b
d and hab- (Recall that E8jc is not an independent operator, see (5.9)-(5.11)).

However, due to the fact that fab
c and hab always increase the difference between

the number of lower and upper indices, it follows that fab
c can at most be modified,

except for overall constants, by an fV term, whereas V£b cannot be modified at
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all since any contraction between two V symbols vanishes. This leads us to the

following ansatz for the quantum BRST charge

Q = caTa-
l-Fhc

a(cac
hcc)

~7T7rtu. rvwJM \^p^q^rf- CUCVCW). (5-27)

For the evaluation of the ant icommutator [Q,Q]+ we derive two lemmas which

follow from (5.26)

Lemma I

>c*), (5.28)

Lemma II

66p
c(cacqcrc

bctcucvcui)

-A8a
 t{cpcqcTcbcccuct'cw)

c S b

8°< %> ° - (><))(cqcrc
bcucvcw)

+24(6a<
 l6q>

 b6T>
 c + (><<))(cpc

ucvcw), (5.29)

where the right hand side of (5.29) is to be antisymmetrized in (6c), (pqr) and (tuvw).

These identities follow straightforwardly from Wick's theorem applied to each of the

two products of normal-ordered operators, where one uses that < 0|coc*|0 >= 6a>
b

and <0 |c l > c a | 0>=6 a <
t .

We will analyze the contributions to [$,(J]+ order-by-order in the (anti)ghosts.

We begin with the 2-ghost terms, and end with the 8-(anti)ghost terms. All higher
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terms vanish since cl,cu,cv,cw in the last term of Q in (5.27) have coset indices (cor-

responding to the set {5a}), while Cp,c,,Cr have subalgebra indices (corresponding

to the set {Hi}).

Terms in Q2 with two ghosts arise from single contractions of the first term in

Q with itself and with the second and third terms, and double contractions of the

second and third terms among themselves. The result is proportional to

[hu + (Fbc> " F a / - (<>))] cV

+ [/w9 ~ Fu
9 + 2(fbc> «V.s/» - (<>) ) ] Tac"cd, (5.30)

where we used that TcTd - (TcTd) = [Tc>,Td]. These terms cancel if and only if

Fab
c = U + 6fab

c, (5.31)

where

W = (fa^'VQ - (<>) ) ~(a~ b), (5.32)

and

H £ ] (5-33)

Note that the right-hand side of (5.33) is antisymmetric in (ab).

The first of these equations determines the modification of the structure con-

stants while the second fixes the central extension. Due to the fact that only 6fa^

is non-vanishing, the F factor in the last term of Q reduces to / . It can be checked

that the condition (5.33) is compatible with the Jacobi identities (5.12)-(5.14). In

fact, one can show that (5.33) together with the last two Jacobi identities in (5.13)

and (5.14) implies the first Jacobi identity (5.12), so that (5.33) takes the place of

(5.12).

Through the eq. (5.27), (5.31), (5.32) the expression for Q in terms of the tensors

h, f and V has been fixed completely. We will now show that also the higher order

terms in ghosts and antighosts in Q2 vanish if the condition (5.33) is satisfied. This

shows that the condition (5.33), together with the Jacobi identities (6.13) and (5.14),

is sufficient for the existence of a nilpotent BRST charge.
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The terms proportional to cccc arise from single contractions of the first with

the third term, the second and third terms in Q among themselves and triple con-

tractions of the second and third terms with the fourth term. The result reads

b
 d e A« + Fag

 dFbc
 e] cdc

acbcc. (5.34)

Double contractions of the type TTcc vanish identically due to the fact that V^ is

symmetric in (ij). With the Jacobi identity (5.13) the eq. (5.34) is rewritten as

[Vah
d'hec + Vab

e{EeJc
d + 6fae

dfbc
c + fac

d6fbc<] cdc
acbcc. (5.35)

The strategy is now to substitute the result (5.11) for "E.ejc
d into the second term in

(5.35), and then to rewrite this term such that it cancels all other terms in (5.35).

The details of this calculation are relegated to the appendix 5.7.

The terms proportional to cccccc in Q2 arise from the following terms in Q:

the simple contractions between term 1 and 4, and between term 3 with itself,

and further the double contractions between term 2 and term 3 with term 4. The

resulting expression is

f^vj: -(<>))

"cV. (5.36)

This result looks simple, but it requires complicated algebra to show that the sum

of these terms vanishes. The details of this calculation are given in the appendix

5.7.

The remaining terms to be analyzed are the 7-(anti)ghost terms in Q2. They

arise from simple contractions between the second and third terms with the last

term in Q. Due to the index restrictions on V only the / term in F survives the

contractions. For the same reason the contractions between term 3 and the last

term vanish. The remaining contributions, due to term 2, are thus proportional to

/ times VVf, and are exactly the same as in the classical computation. To show

that they cancel one only needs the second and third Jacobi identities. The Jacobi

identities are, of course, modified at the quantum level, but in this case the extra
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terms in the Jacobi identities do not contribute due to the index structure of V.

This concludes the proof that the quantum BRST charge Q in (5.27), with F as in

(5.31)-(5.32), is nilpotent if the condition (5.33) is satisfied.

5.5 Examples

In this section we apply the previous results to the examples that we mentioned in

the sections 5.1 and 5.2.

5.5.1 The quantum spin-3 algebra

The structure constants h, / , V for this algebra (see (5.16)) read (we write T(om) =

in) = 7^™(m2 - l)(m2 - 4)6m+n,

CR (5-37)

where /3 was denned in (1.38). Pj and P2 are polynomials given by

Pi{m,n) - {m-n)(m + n + 3)(m + n + 2),

P2(m,n) = {m-n)(m + 2){n + 2). (5.38)

A straightforward calculation shows that the modified structure constants F,1^,, lnj

are given by

C (f L = ^ ) .+,. (5.39)

Working out the condition (5.33) for this algebra leads to two independent equations

for the central charge c, corresponding to the components ft(om)(On) and ft(im)(in),
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ively,

1044 c — 50
c = 26 + 74 = 100, c= - — ( 1 - 1 7 0 ) = 1044- —. (5.40)

5 oc + II

conditions are simultaneously satisfied for c = 100. The nilpotent BRST

:>r then takes the following form

Q =

(

e 7-(anti)ghost terms, which in general occur in the expression for Q, are

:ally zero in this case. The result (5.41) for Q agrees with the expression

ed in [110].

so(iV)-extended KB superconformal algebras

ructure of the Knizhnik-Bershadsky so(iV)-extended superconformal algebras

tensively described in section 4.2. We will here use the notation T(om) = Xm,

Giv, T(a,n) = Jam. When applying the results of section 5.4 to this algebra,

e to keep in mind that we are dealing with a superalgebra, which implies that

n various expressions have to be modified.

e structure constants fn™{j,\ are renormalized according to (5.31)-(5.32). We

'e that in this example, the renormalization / —• F boils down to a rescaling

structure constants /(,ywj,) with a factor 2 A'"1.

ve now impose the condition (5.33) we find that three conditions have to be

d (the tensor properties of both sides of (5.33) agree for all components; the

ions below express that their respective coefficients agree)
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• (corresponding to the components /&(om)(on))

c =

= N2-l2N + 26 (5.43)

(this critical charge is obtained as the sum of contributions

2(—1)2A(6A2 — 6A + 1) from each generator of conformal dimension A),

• (corresponding to the components A(ir)(JS))

B = 16 - 67V, (5.44)

• (corresponding to the components A(Om)((m))

S = - 2 ( J V - 3 ) . (5.45)

These conditions are compatible with the relations (4.4) that are required in order

that the algebra be associative. We may therefore conclude that the following charge,

constructed from currents in a representation of level S = —2(N — 3), is nilpotent

(the ghost/antighost for the generators Lm, G'r and J^ are denoted by cm, bm, 7"",

I3ir, C
am and Bam, respectively)

Q =

- i ( m - n)6m+ncmc" + (~

+nBa{m+n)c
mCan - 6r+37

lV7

^ rabc n /~<am/ibn •*•. nab j
-~J Bc{m+n)C C - --yll.-j;Ja{r+s-

•ti'ikt~l
lu. (5.46)

24 ' " KlJ r

The existence of a nilpotent charge for S = —2(N — 3) was already announced in

[102]. We note that the 7-(anti)ghost term in Q is nonvanishing in this example. In

this respect this example is more generic than the previous one.
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5.5.3 u(iV)-extended KB superconformal algebras

These algebras have a bosonic part which is generated by Virasoro generators Ln,

and generators JAm = {Jom, JOm], a = 1,2,. . . , N2 - 1, generating an u(N) Kac-

Moody algebra. There are 2N supercurrents Gar, Gar, a = 1,2,...,iV. The

(anti)commutation relations read

[Lm,Ln] = {m-n)Lm+n + — (m3 - m)6m+n,

[Lm,Gar] = (——r)G a(m + r) ,

[Lm,GaT] - (— - r)(?o(m+r),

[GaT,Gps]+ = 0,

[ C a r , Gg3]+ = 0,

[G ar, G0,}+ = -(r2- -)6al38r+a + 28al}Lr+s + - A ' ( r - s ) A ^ JA(r+s)

+ \<2{r ~ s)\%J0{r+a) £

[JAm,Gar] = A

[JAmi Gar] = " ^ o ^

(5.47)

where the generators A^ of the group SU(N) in the fundamental representation

and the U(l) generator A^ = ifiaffyj^fi^ a r e antihermitean. In the summation

over repeated indices A, B,... the zeroth components are taken with a minus sign;

ôo = —1. We have

[Aa, A6] = . f ^ A ' , tr(XaXb) = -26"'",

rbcrhd = 4 W * , A^A^ = -26^6^ + 6a06yS. (5.48)

The tensor P£f is given by

*a/j. (5.49)
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The algebras are associative if and only if the constants c, B, K, Q, 7 and S are

chosen as follows (TV ̂  2),

K = 4(7V + 5) 7 , Q = 4iV7,

L L D ' s=-N~s- (5-50)
Imposing the condition (5.33) for the components of h corresponding to Jom and

Jom, respectively, we obtain the following conditions on 5", S

S = -4(N-l), S = 2(N-2). (5.51)

The combination of these conditions is in conflict with the associativity condition

S = —N — S. We therefore conclude that there is no solution for 5 such that the

BRST operator (5.27) is nilpotent.

This result is rather surprising. In all previous examples, including the Virasoro

and the Kac-Moody algebras, the condition (5.33) could always be satisfied by tuning

the central charge parameter to an appropriate critical value. Here we have an

example where the condition is violated for all values of the central charge parameter,

such that our construction of Q breaks down. It is an intriguing question why the

BRST construction works for the 5o(7V)-extended KB superconformal algebras, but

fails for the w(Ar)-extended series.

5.6 Summary and conclusions

The main result of this chapter is the explicit construction of a nilpotent BRST

quantum operator for quadratically nonlinear Lie algebras of the form (5.6), which

are characterized by the tensors hai, fab
c, and V$, where certain restrictions on V

are assumed. The associativity of this algebra is equivalent to the Jacobi identities

(5.12)-(5.14). We showed that a nilpotent BRST charge can be constructed if the

conditions (5.33), (5.13) and (5.14), which together imply the first Jacobi identity

(5.12), are satisfied. We discussed some examples where (5.33), (5.13) and (5.14)

are satisfied if the central charge in the algebra is tuned to a critical value. However,
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in the example of the «(iV)-extended KB superconfonnal algebras, the associativity

conditions (5.12)-(5.14) are satisfied but (5.33) is violated for all choices of the free

parameter S.

For those cases where the conditions (5.33), (5.13) and (5.14) hold we can con-

sider the cohomology of the operator Q in the Fock space, possibly restricted to

a well-defined ghost number. We expect that this restricted space corresponds to

the 'physical Hilbert space' for some model where the symmetry algebra is realized

locally (as a gauged symmetry). As the Virasoro algebra is part of the algebra,

we expect an interpretation of such models as string theories (cfr. [12]). The case

of the so(N) KB superconformal algebras would then correspond to a new type of

jV-extended superstrings.

We add some further comments. For the spin-3 algebra the critical value for c

is in the unitary domain. However, we do not know how to obtain a representation

actually realizing this value. In chapter 2 we discussed that one realization of the

spin-3 algebra is provided by the Wess-Zumino-Witten model for SU(Z) with level

h = 1. However, this model has c = 2. Since a tensor product of c = 2 matter

multiplets is not possible due to the nonlinearity of the algebra, there is no easy way

to obtain a c = 100 realization (observe that here the analogy with ordinary bosonic

strings breaks down). Indeed, an interpretation in terms of string-geometry of the

higher-spin symmetries is still lacking. For the 5o(7V)-extended KB superconformal

algebras with N > 4, the level of a critical representation is negative, which implies

that such representations can never be unitary. It is not clear whether this is an

obstruction for attaching a physical interpretation to the BRST cohomology. Real-

izations of the so(N) KB algebras at the critical level have not been constructed so

far.

Clearly, further work on the BRST construction for quantum nonlinear Lie al-

gebras is required. The class of algebras we analyzed here contains only a subset of

the interesting cases. In particular, all Casimir algebras, except the simplest ones

associated with su(2) and su(3), fall outside this class. (In general, in the product

of a dimension-s operator Q^ with itself, a term T'~* is expected. Therefore, if op-

erators of spin s > 3 are present, the algebra is no longer quadratic.) Still, it seems

likely that also for these algebras a nilpotent BRST charge can be constructed along

the lines developed in this chapter. For the Casimir algebras associated to simply

laced classical Lie algebras an explicit expression for the critical central charge was
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proposed in [3] (see table 5.1).
It should be clear that a direct generalization of the method we used in this

chapter to more general nonlinear Lie algebras will lead to enormous calculational
complications. Possibly, a scheme where a BRST current Q{z) is constructed directly
from information contained in the operator product algebra of the currents Ta(z),
without passing to a commutator algebra in terms of Fourier modes, will be easier
to work with. We leave these matters for future investigations.

5.7 Appendix

In this appendix we show some of the steps that are needed to prove that the cccc-

and the cccccc-terms in the square of the quantum BRST charge (5.27) vanish.

We will first bring H^roV£j in a form which is such that the cancellation of the
cccc terms in Q2, eq. (5.35), becomes obvious. We start by substituting eq. (5.11)

for %c

Va'>Ed
efc = - C / ( / « , V 9 > / - (<>)). (5.52)

(we assume that all formulas are antisymmetrized in (abc)). Applying the third

Jacobi identity (5.14) to this expression yields

V (5.53)

Using the resummation identity

(> all <) - (< all >) + (all <>) - (all ><) = (>< all) - (<> all), (5.54)

we rewrite the first three terms of (5.53) as

t (5-55)
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Here the defining relation (5.32) and the relation

V I ^ w , (5.56)

were used. Eq. (5.56) follows from the second Jacobi identity (5.13), the explicit

form of =.gedc and the properties of V. The fourth term in (5.53) is recognized as

Stf/ae', (5-57)

while from eq. (5.33) it follows that the last term becomes

V£hc (5.58)

Putting all this together gives

KfZtfc = -Ki'Aec - 6fa/fbc
e ~ ftMc' (5-59)

which combined with eq. (5.35) shows that the cccc terms in Q2 vanish. Observe

that (5.59) implies that the second Jacobi identity (5.13) can be rewritten in the

simple form

F[ab
dFc]d° + V$hc]d = 0. (5.60)

We now turn to the proof that the cccccc-terms in Q2 cancel. This amounts to

showing that

vanishes. Here and in the next we assume that all formulae are antisymmetrized in

(ar) and (tuvw). The expression (5.60) follows from (5.36), where we substituted the
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value of the central extension (5.33). Similar to (5.54) we have another resummation

identity

(<< all) - ( » all) = (< all <) - (> all >) - (all ><) + (all <>). (5.62)

Applying this to the first term of (5.60) yields

-f ° f ,«vp eW r - - / • " / • f
qvJ"vfr

\ (5.63)

where we used the trivial resummation identity

(<<) - (>>) = (< all) - (all >). (5.64)

The last term of (5.61) together with the last term of (5.63) give

^ l (5.65)

On the terms between brackets we apply the third Jacobi identity (5.14), giving

-(/.S/Vp^.ltf - (><))

f^V^V^ -(><)). (5.66)

We now concentrate on the second term of (5.61). Applying the third Jacobi identity

(5.14) on V£Jef' yields

f. (PVae Vs - (<>)). (5.67)

\ Adding (5.66) and (5.67) results in

5

;; If one now rewrites the //-terms in the last two terms of (5.68) using the second

• Jacobi identity (5.13), one finds that (5.68) vanishes (one also uses the fact that
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/,[n
pV6'| vanishes by the third Jacobi identity when p does not belong to the linear

Lie subalgebra). To summarize, the remaining terms are the third term in (5.61)

and the first two terms of (5.63).

The third term in (5.61) reduces to

- /.>e'Vtf7«/"VX. (5.69)

We use the third Jacobi identity on ftc
qVqfj to rewrite this as

(-Vgf f T+ --Vgf f T + - V ? r f f)f t"Vce (5 70)
nvtu Jc>q i n **u Jc>q )Jef vvw' \O.I\J)

Now, one observes that these terms vanish if there would have been no restriction

on the summation (it would be symmetric in (ar)). Thus (5.70) can be replaced by

- (\v?u
Jfciq

r + \v?:hJ)hfVZ (5-71)

Applying the third Jacobi identity on fcq
TV£?, one rewrites the first term of (5.71)

into a form which is precisely minus the first term in (5.63). A similar manipulation

shows that the second term in (5.71) cancels against the second term in (5.63). This

completes our proof that (5.61) and as such all the cccccc terms in Q2 vanish.
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Samenvatting

Een tweedimensionale gequantiseerde veldentheorie die invariant is onder schaal-

transformaties is tevens invariant onder zogenaamde conforme transformaties. The-

orieën van dit type, vaak aangeduid als 'conforme veldentheorieën', staan sterk in

de belangstelling omdat ze toepassing vinden in de statistische mechanica en in de

hoge-energie fysica.

De toepassingen in de statistische mechanica liggen op het gebied van de twee-

dimensionale roostermodellen, zoals b.v. Ising- of Potts-modellen of fluctuerende

oppervlaktelagen. In een kritiek punt, corresponderend met een faseovergang, kun-

nen deze modellen worden beschreven door een conforme veldentheorie. De karakte-

ristieke grootheden behorend bij de faseovergang (met name de kritieke exponenten)

volgen direct uit eigenschappen van de correlatiefuncties in de corresponderende

veldentheorie.

In de hoge-energie fysica worden conforme veldentheorieën gebruikt bij de ana-

lyse van zogenaamde stringtheorieën voor de beschrijving van de fundamentele in-

teracties tussen elementaire deeltjes. Deze theorieën dragen de belofte in zich een

consistente beschrijving te kunnen geven van quantumgravitatie gekoppeld aan ma-

terie, die in overeenstemming is met het huidige standaardmodel voor de beschrij-

ving van fundamentele interacties. De elementaire objecten in een stringtheorie zijn

geen puntdeeltjes maar 'touwtjes', die in de loop van de tijd een 'wereldoppervlak'

opspannen in de ruimte-tijd (die overigens in de meest elementaire modellen 26-

of 1 O-dimensionaal moet zijn!). Een gequantiseerd stringmodel kan tot op zekere

hoogte worden gezien als een tweedimensionale veldentheorie die als het ware 'leeft'

op het wereldoppervlak van de string. Invariantie van deze veldentheorie onder con-

forme transformaties zorgt ervoor dat de dynamica van de string niet afhangt van

de keuze van coördinaten op het wereldoppervlak.

Omdat de groep van tweedimensionale conforme transformaties oneindigdimen-

sionaal is zijn er in een conforme veldentheorie oneindig veel behouden grootheden.

Vanwege deze zeer rijke symmetrie zijn conforme veldentheorieën veel beter hanteer-

baar dan de gebruikelijke vierdimensionale veldentheorieën: terwijl in vierdimen-

sionale quantum veldentheorie storingsrekening (in termen van Feynmandiagram-

men) vaak het enige middel is om tot resultaten te komen, is het in tweedimen-
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sionale conforme veldentheorie in veel gevallen mogelijk de relevante grootheden

(b.v. schaaldimensies, n-puntsfuncties, etc.) exact te bepalen. Het is zelfs tot op

zekere hoogte mogelijk om op grond van fysische criteria (zoals b.v. unitariteit) te

komen tot een classificatie van alle conforme veldentheorieën en daarmee van alle

universaliteitsklassen van kritiek gedrag in tweedimensionale statistische systemen.

In toepassingen van conforme veldentheorie blijkt dat er behalve conforme sym-

metrie vaak nog andere continue symmetrieën voorkomen of vereist zijn. In dit

proefschrift worden een aantal mogelijkheden om de conforme symmetrie uit te

breiden systematisch onderzocht.

Na een algemene inleiding in hoofdstuk 1 worden in hoofdstuk 2 bosonische

extensies van tweedimensionale conforme symmetrie besproken. De extra symmetrie

wordt in dit geval gegenereerd door stromen met geheeltallige spin. Bosonische

uitbreidingen spelen een belangrijke rol bij de analyse van een speciale klasse van

conforme veldentheorieën, de zogenaamde rationale conforme veldentheorieën. Bij

de bestudering van de bosonische uitbreidingen maken we gebruik van de wiskundige

theorie van de zogenaamde Kac-Moody Lie algebras.

In de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 worden verschillende klassen van supersymmetrische

uitbreidingen van conforme symmetrie bestudeerd.

In hoofdstuk 3 maken we gebruik van een superruimte formalisme, waarbij

we de tweedimensionale ruimte uitbreiden met een aantal (N) anticommuterende

coördinaten. We tonen aan dat het voor N < 4 mogelijk is om in een dergelijke

superruimte een 'superconforme' veldentheorie te formuleren. Zulke theorieën zijn

invariant onder een extensie van de conforme groep die behalve conforme transfor-

maties onder andere iV onafhankelijke supersymmetrietransformaties bevat.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt superconforme symmetrie van een ander type besproken.

We leiden condities af waaraan de quantumgetallen van fysische velden in een theorie

met deze symmetrie moeten voldoen. De bijzondere eigenschappen van de algebras

die deze symmetrie beschrijven (zogenaamde Knizhnik-Bershadsky superconforme

algebras) worden toegelicht aan de hand van een eenvoudig model waarin alleen vrije

velden voorkomen.

In stringtheorieën worden beperkingen op fysische toestanden die een gevolg zijn

van de conforme symmetrie opgelegd met behulp van een zogenaamde BRST proce-

dure. In hoofdstuk 5 geven we aan hoe deze procedure kan worden aangepast voor

stringtheorieën die invariant zijn onder een uitbreiding van conforme symmetrie.
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Corrections (we ignore some obvious misprints):

p. 12 (1.3) dz£ = 0, d-z$ = 0 - dz£ = 0, dz£=0

p. 17 5 | n < - l -> n < - l

p. 24 7 | is associative —> can be associative

p. 31 12 | by Moore —»• by Anderson and Moore

p. 40 (2.20) (2kt + k2 + 9) -»• (2kt + 2k2 + 9)

p. 109 (5.47) XfcGpfr+r) ^ -^GtHm+r)

-Xa0G0(m+r) ~* X0Q
GP(m+r)

5T 0̂0 ~* ^°°

p. 122 10 t G. Moore -» G. Anderson and G. Moore
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